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Crop yields are an essential aspect 
of every farmer’s day, impacting 
how profitable their farmland can 
be. Learning how to improve crop 

yields is key to successful farming, and 
access to new technologies and planting 
methods has given farmers an opportu-

nity increase crop production – the key to 
maintaining the long term sustainability 
of their farm.

Crop yield rates have steadily increased 
over time, thanks to hardier hybrids and 
smarter planting practices. Technologies 

that allow farmers to best understand 
their soil, what kind of nutrients they may 
be lacking, and when to plant seeds have 
positively affected outcomes. To put it 
simply, planting has benefitted from the 
introduction of science and technology in 
farming.

Get More Out Of Your 

Crops By Learning How To 

Increase Yields Effectively

Editor’s Note
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As 2020 comes to a 
close, it is evident 
that the current 
Covid restrictions 

would negatively impact on 
a February 2021 date for the 
second edition of Africa Agri 
Tech.

We have therefore revisited 
the date discussion and re-
served the venue as follows:

Expo Dates:

Tuesday 22 – Thursday 24 
June 2021

Venue:

Sun Arena, Time Square, 
Menlyn Maine, Pretoria

The three-day conference 
programme will focus pri-
marily on profitability, the 
need to embrace technol-
ogy and examining which 
technology to implement 
and economic impact. The 
event is also extending to 
embrace:

•	 Women in Agricul-
ture

•	 Innovation Start-Ups

•	 Farming Training 
and education work-
shops

AFRICAN MARKETSEvents Update

Africa Agri Tech 2021 Date Change Announced
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The African Green Revolution Fo-
rum (AGRF) will take on the Agri-
Hack project of the Technical 
Centre for Agricultural and Rural 

Cooperation (CTA).

NAIROBI, Kenya – African entrepreneurs in 
digital agriculture will have new opportu-
nities to secure support and investment as 
the African Green Revolution Forum takes 
on the AgriHack Talent project.

Launched in 2014 by the Technical Cen-
tre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation 
(CTA), and supported by partners includ-
ing incubators, the start-up competition 
has seen winners raise more than €2.5 
million, reaching at least a million farmers 
with their services. These have involved 
various technologies, from e-commerce 
platforms to artificial intelligence, and 
have facilitated market linkages, advisory 
services, financial services or supply chain 
management.

With CTA preparing to close at the end of 
this year, the entrepreneurship project, 
which includes the Pitch AgriHack compe-
tition, will be handed over to the African 
Green Revolution Forum (AGRF), the flag-
ship annual summit for African agriculture.

The competition will form part of the Fo-
rum’s ongoing efforts to inspire greater 
coordinated investment and support for 
digital entrepreneurship across the sector.

“Over the years, Pitch AgriHack has helped 
uncover, build the capacity and channel 
investment into some of the game-chang-
ing, youth-led innovations emerging in 
agriculture across Africa,” Dr. Debisi Araba, 
managing director of the AGRF.

“I’m delighted that the AGRF can continue 
what CTA started, and encourage not only 
greater innovation but also more opportu-
nities to scale up digitalisation across the 
continent with all the benefits this brings 
for food, nutrition and economic security.”

The handover of the AgriHack project 
will officially take place during an online 
event on Tuesday, December 8, entitled 
Building alliances to scale-up youth digital 
agtech entrepreneurship in Africa, which 
will explore how public and private sector 
organisations can collaborate to better 
support agricultural entrepreneurs across 
Africa.

Previous winners of the competition have 
included animal vaccine app CowTribe, 
mAgri, a mobile phone application devel-
oped by Brastorne Enterprises in Botswa-
na to provide farmers with access to infor-
mation and marketplaces, and Ensibuuko, 
a Ugandan fintech that links farmers with 
financial services.

“Collaborating with the AgriHack Talent 
project of CTA has been an incredible jour-
ney and has been impactful, particularly 
to our growth strategy, exposing us to a 
valuable network and capacity building,” 
said Naledi Magowe, cofounder of Bras-
torne Enterprises, a Pitch AgriHack 2016 
winner.

“It is crucial for digital enterprises such 
as us to be empowered in the same way 
for maximum impact and transformation. 
We have reached 700,000 users now and 
have received feedback from the tele-
com operator we collaborate with that it 
is the highest revenue generating mobile 
agri-platform they have had on their net-
work across the countries they are in.”

In 2018 and 2019, half of the Pitch Agri-
Hack finalists were women, illustrating 
how the competition has engaged young 
women in digital agtech in Africa. While 
winners have seen on average an increase 
of more than 115 per cent in the number 
of employees since they engaged with the 
initiative, the size of the staff of some of 
start-ups involved have quadrupled over 
the years.

Meanwhile, stakeholders in countries in-
cluding Cote d’Ivoire and Zambia have 

hosted their own hackathons using the 
“AgriHack” label. The project has also 
collaborated with many organisations 
including the UN’s FAO and African Devel-
opment Bank to support the expansion 
of other youth-led activities with digital 
focus.

“I am very proud of the pioneering role 
played by the AgriHack project and that 
it has helped to profile CTA as a leading 
supporter of innovative agripreneur-
ship. I thank our partners for their invalu-
able contribution and wish outstanding 
growth for the young entrepreneurs who 
have been involved,” said Ken Lohento, 
who led the project at CTA.

The AGRF, which has hosted the Pitch Agri-
Hack final and prize ceremony for three 
years, brings together 26 of the leading 
actors in African agriculture, including the 
African Union, CGIAR research network 
and the UN’s International Fund for Agri-
cultural Development (IFAD).

This year’s summit, which took place virtu-
ally, generated $4.7 billion worth of invest-
ment opportunities.

Dr. Ibrahim Khadar, director at CTA, said: 
“As the pre-eminent forum for African ag-
riculture and an ongoing supporter of the 
competition, the AGRF is the ideal venue 
for AgriHack.

“I look forward to seeing how the initiative 
evolves under new leadership to continue 
to support youth, foster African innova-
tion and expand digitalisation in agricul-
ture.”

Flagship Summit To Support The Growth 
Of Digital Agriculture Start-Ups In Africa
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Upcoming Events 
and Exhibitions

Tue, 23 - Thu, 25 Feb 2021

Africa Agri Tech (AAT)

Pretoria

Wed, 07 - Fri, 09 Apr 2021

Agbiz Congress

Sun international

0Fri, 23 Apr - Sat, 01 May 2021

Bloem Show

Bloemfontein

Tue, 11 - Fri, 14 May 2021

NAMPO Harvest Day

Bothaville

Tue, 25 - Wed, 26 May 2021

International Conference on Agricultural 

and Biological Science (ICABS)

Kempton Park

Thu, 27 May 2021

Key Sectors - Mozambique Conference 

(MOZVEST Key Sectors)

Johannesburg

Fri, 28 May - Sun, 06 Jun 2021

Royal Show

Pietermaritzburg

Thu, 26 - Sun, 29 Aug 2021

the

The Cannabis Expo Durban (TCE Durban)

Durban

Sun, 21 - Fri, 26 Aug 2022

International Society for Microbial Ecology 

(ISME)

Cape Town

20 – 22 April 2021

The Kenyan Food Event

Nairobi, Kenya

14 -16 September 2021

Propak West Africa

Nigeria

9- 11 March 2021

Propak East Africa

Kenya

AFRICAN MARKETSEvents

Launching 20 – 22 April 2021 at the Sa-
rit Centre in Nairobi, Kenya, the Kenyan 
Food Event and its co-located Hospitality 
and Drink Events will bring together the 

East African industry members from across the 
B2B supply chain.

Informative and Inspiring, KFE is a unique trade 
event for those operating and working within 
the hotel, restaurant, pub, bar and hospitali-
ty industry. Held over three exciting days, this 
international event will offer participants the 
learning, business and networking opportuni-
ties to drive their business forward and grow.

Join over 2,500 fellow industry members and 
find more than 100 brands on display, business 
seminars, live food and drink demonstrations, 
culinary workshops, chef demonstrations, busi-
ness matchmaking and so much more.

With the impact of the global COVID-19 pan-
demic, businesses of all sizes have had to repri-

oritise and rethink strategies. Now more than 
ever, it is imperative to come together as a 
community and learn from experiences across 
the industry, the Kenyan Food Event will do 
exactly that. With a comprehensive conference 
programme, enhanced digital options as well as 
the physical event itself, going above and be-
yond the legal safety requirements, the Kenyan 
Food Event 2021 will be an unmissable industry 
event.

Join us in 2021 in Nairobi, the economic epicen-
tre of East Africa, the continent’s fastest grow-
ing economy. The Kenyan Food Event will be 
completely FREE to attend, you can pre-register 
here.

For more information about the Kenyan Food, 
Hospitality or Drink Event:

Location: The Sarit Centre, Nairobi, Kenya

Dates: 20 – 22 April 2021

The Kenyan Food Event 2021
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Farming is a complex activity, one in which 
every segment impacts the crop produc-
tion. To have a successful crop produc-
tion, all segments need to be managed 

properly. Good soil preparation is half of the 
job, while the other half is good management 
of crop maintenance.

After soil preparation and planting are complet-
ed, there is still no break for the farmers. If they 
want to achieve a good and quality yield, they 
must constantly implement crop maintenance 
practices during the growing season.  

Crop maintenance practices important for 
proper crop growth include:

•	 Weeding
•	 Soil cultivation
•	 Irrigation
•	 Mowing
•	 Insect pest and disease control
•	 Removal of standing water
•	 Pruning

Crop maintenance practices need to be done 
in a timely manner. When some practices will 
be implemented will, depend on crop growth 
stage, soil, crop, and weather conditions.

Weeding Removes Potential Threat 
to Crops 

Weeding is a farm practice that involves the 
physical removal of weeds from the field. This 
practice can be performed manually or with the 
use of mechanization.

Although manual weeding is more labor in-
tensive, it is the preferred farm practice due to 
the minimal soil disturbance it creates and its 
decreased opportunity for soil erosion. Oppo-
sitely, mechanized weeding is less labor inten-
sive. However, it’s important to manage it care-
fully so as to prevent soil disturbance and the 
spreading of weed seeds.

Mechanized weeding is more appropriate for 
large farmland.

Soil Cultivation Improves Soil Per-
formance

Soil cultivation is a farm management practice 
that breaks up and loosens the soil surface. The 
main purpose of soil cultivation is to create 
optimal soil structure, which will improve wa-
ter retention, allow for better penetration of 
air, water, and nutrients, and help with weed 
control.

Soil cultivation is a favorable soil maintenance 
practice that helps retain water and provides 
optimal soil structure and favorable crop condi-
tions. Soil cultivation may also reduce the need 
for water irrigation.  

Irrigation for Secure Plant Growth

Irrigation is a crop maintenance measure that 
is needed to provide normal crop growth when 
the water supply is limited. Maximizing plant 
potential, every farm production should set an 

irrigation system. 

Irrigation is especially important when the crop 
is in sensitive growth phases such as germina-
tion, flowering, and fruit setting.

Depending on the crop type and climate, differ-
ent irrigation methods are used:

•	 Drip irrigation
•	 Furrow irrigation
•	 Sprinkler irrigation
•	 Pivot irrigation
•	 Flood irrigation

Mowing Enhances Orchard Man-
agement

Mowing is a regular farm maintenance practice 
in orchards and vineyards. It includes mowing 
of the space between and inside rows. Mow-
ing is the manual or machine removal of grass 
and invasive weeds. It improves soil condition, 
reduces pest occurrence, and enhances crop 
growth.

How Can Regular Crop 
Maintenance Provide 

Stable Yields? 

COVER STORY

Manual Remove of Weeds from the field
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Appropriate Insect Pest and Dis-
ease Control to Sustain the Yield

If not treated properly and on-time, plant pests 
can significantly reduce the crop yield and af-
fect its quality. Therefore, regular crop mainte-
nance needs to include insect pest and disease 
control. Crop losses can be reduced by using 
various organic and chemical crop protection 
measures such as:

•	 Natural; natural pest predators (la-
dybug, praying mantis)

•	 Cultural; tracking of weather, 
monitoring fields, and crops

•	 Physical; disinfection of the soil, 
seed, and seedlings

•	 Mechanical; pruning and remov-
ing of diseased plants from the 
field/orchard

•	 Biological; various beneficial fun-
gi, bacteria, and parasitic wasps as 
pest predators

•	 Chemical; chemical based fungi-
cides, insecticides, and herbicides 

Removal of Standing Water Saves 
the Yield From the Beginning

Removal of standing water is a crop mainte-
nance practice mainly used in cereal produc-
tion.  However, it can also be practiced in the 
production of arable and vegetable crops. This 
practice includes the removal of standing water 
from the field that accumulated during the win-
ter period as the result of melting snow.

Excessive water creates depressions on the field 
surface and harms young plants. If crops stay in 
the water for more than 3 days, the entire crop 
production can be destroyed. 

Standing water can be removed by using soil 
cultivators to level the field’s surface and plows 
to create furrows around the field’s edges.

Crop maintenance is a common farm practice 

among farmers. Only regular and proper crop 
maintenance can provide quality crops and sta-
ble yields.

As every human being needs regular mainte-
nance of the body to maintain optimal health, 
the plant needs regular maintenance of all 
factors crucial for its proper development and 
growth as well.

Pruning Is a Must-Have Practice for 
Permanent Crops

Regarding the maintenance of permanent 
crops, there is no alternative to pruning. Prun-
ing is a selective cutting away of a portion of a 
tree or a shrub practiced for the following pur-
poses:

•	 Balancing tree or a shrub growth 
and the fruit production

•	 Improving pest and disease man-
agement

•	 Managing the size and the shape 
of a tree or a shrub.

There are four types of pruning, regarding the 
different crop requirements:

•	 Formative pruning
•	 Dormant pruning
•	 Green pruning
•	 Restorative pruning.

Crop maintenance is a common farm practice 
among farmers. Only regular and proper crop 
maintenance can provide quality crops and sta-
ble yields.

As every human being needs regular mainte-
nance of the body to maintain optimal health, 
the plant needs regular maintenance of all 
factors crucial for its proper development and 
growth as well.

AFRICAN MARKETS
Cover Story
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Land reform: It is worthwhile to reflect on 
one of the biggest highlights of 2020 in 
land reform. Government’s new plan to 
reallocate 700 000 hectares of underuti-

lised state-owned land has been hailed as a 
quantum leap in the land reform programme. 
This move has also renewed interest in post-set-
tlement solutions that can enable the success 
of land reform, driving effective utilisation to 
ensure productive use of land.

While this is a big milestone in the land reform 
programme, the initiative has been criticised 
for various reasons including threatening food 
security and spooking investors. Government 
has been criticised for its tardiness in speeding 
up the land redistribution programme and for 
not committing enough resources relative to 
the political rhetoric of redressing the wrongs 
of the past.

Independent transaction advisors work on the 
ground with the beneficiaries of the land re-
form programme to facilitate land reform trans-
actions. Vumelana Advisory Fund is a non-profit 
organisation that helps beneficiaries of the land 
reform programme to make their land produc-
tive. Vumelana unpacks some of the current 
models, challenges, gaps, and a possible way 
forward as we forge ahead.

Based on their extensive experience working 
with beneficiary communities, Vumelana’s 
transaction advisors, Geoff de Beer and Emile 
de Kock, provide their insights on the state of 

the land reform programme.

Current landscape 

Debunking the general perception of the failure 
of the land reform programme, De Kock stress-
es that the success of the programme should be 
measured by how quickly it is concluded, and 
not by the success or failure of the various en-
terprise undertakings including agriculture and 
tourism projects.

“How quickly can the land reform programme 
be implemented and concluded, and not how 
the associated projects perform, should be the 
measure we use to gauge the success of the 
programme. How the enterprises are perform-
ing on transferred land is a totally different 
question – it becomes an agricultural and an 
economics question, not a land reform ques-
tion. So, it would be irresponsible to combine 
these two and pretend that land reform is some 
kind of economic sub-sector,” says De Kock.

He concedes that on both fronts – the speed of 
land reform implementation and the extent to 
which it has positively impacted the livelihoods 
of beneficiaries – the track record is disappoint-
ing.

De Kock attributes the slow pace of land re-
form programme to three factors: inadequate 
budget, resistance from interest groups and an 
absence of bureaucracy that is fit for purpose to 
implement and drive the process.

“There has never in the history of the new dis-
pensation been a year where there was enough 
budget allocated to meet the land reform tar-
gets. It is not feasible to build a 5 000 kilometre 
stretch of tarred road with a budget allocation 
for three kilometres. Secondly, there is definite-
ly a degree of resistance from interest groups 
within the political economy that does make 
it a little difficult. Thirdly, there has not been a 
reasonable amount of diligence applied in the 
bureaucracy of the mainstream land reform 
programme. “What I mean by that is that land 
reform is a bureaucratic process. So you have 
targets, and you have processes and proce-
dures, and if you combine budget with process-
es and procedures in order to achieve targets, 
then you have a bureaucracy at work,” he says.

Geoff de Beer adds that, “Often, beneficiaries of 
the land reform programme lack the requisite 
finance, skills and expertise to sustain the land 
and keep it productive. In most cases, the en-
terprises operating on properties – at the time 
of settling land claims are in a state of financial 
decline or have largely collapsed. This is no sur-
prise, bearing in mind that even moderately 
sized enterprises are capital and skills intensive 
and operate in a highly competitive local, na-
tional and international environment.”

Current models in land reform 

De Beer explains that many communities have 
chosen to retain their ancestral land instead of 
taking a cash equivalent and have opted for a 

Local News

Now Is The Time To Relook Approaches 
To Addressing The Land Issue, Shares 

Independent Transaction Advisors
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wide variety of arrangements to offset the lack 
of capital and expertise, with varying degrees 
of success.

Broadly speaking, these models have includ-
ed (amongst others) collectives, service level 
agreements (or management contracts), var-
ious lease-based agreements, share-equity 
schemes, farm-worker-share-equity schemes 
and joint ventures,

De Beer notes that, While these models seem 
potentially commercially sound at face value, 
experience has shown that each one of these 
options has its own inherent pitfalls and solu-
tions need to be designed and implemented 
on a case specific basis. The careful ‘up-front’ 
identification and allocation of these key as-
pects of risk/reward in all of these ‘partnerships’ 
is essential.”

He cautions that, “Failure to carefully and sys-
tematically design  these ‘partnerships’ to iden-
tify, engage  and agree on ways to mitigate or 
allocate such risks/responsibilities has led to 
the failure of many agricultural and tourism 
projects.”

Way forward 

De Beer says it is against this background that 
Vumelana developed the Community Private 
Partnership (CPP) model to provide much 

needed support to beneficiary communities to 
enable them to run commercially viable farms. 
CPPs present one of the most viable options 
where beneficiary communities and the private 
sector enter into a win-win partnership for the 
management of the land. A critical aspect of 
the Vumelana support programme has been 
the use of experienced transaction advisors to 
assist the Claimant communities in the up-front 
design and legal contracting for the CPPs.

Vumelana has implemented the CPP model 
in a number of cases and it has proven to be 
a workable model. Case studies indicate that 
participation by the private sector via CPPs in 
the land reform programme has addressed the 
competency gaps for beneficiary communities 
by facilitating access to markets and finance, 
and has spurred investment in production and 
employment and led to skills transfer.

Support for CPI administration should be an 
integral part of supporting beneficiary commu-
nities. Communities are becoming owners of 
large capital investments, but they generally do 
not have the necessary governance and man-
agement structures and capabilities. As a result, 
they require professional services. Institution-
alising community support should become an 
integral part of the post-land claims process to 
manage community expectations and aspira-
tions,” comments De Beer.

De Kock says the planned allocation of 700 000 
hectares presents a great opportunity to imple-
ment the CPP model in some of the instances 
where communities apply for land. He says that 
experience has shown that the productive po-
tential of the land, coupled with the cohesive-
ness of the community, are the two important 
factors that can attract potential investors.

“All that land tends to be already in use by 
smallholder livestock and fresh produce farm-
ers, and therefore it is logical and beneficial 
that those people and families who had been 
arriving on the land for the past five decades or 
more should have the opportunity to formalise 
the tenure over that land through the new pol-
icy,” says De Kock.

“There is a great amount of goodwill between 
traditional authorities and the commercial agri-
cultural sector in the former homelands, which 
presents a significant opportunity for mean-
ingful CPP ventures to be developed on those 
former commercial estates in state land areas. 
It would be necessary to develop transparent 
protocols for such partnerships to be concluded 
in a manner that is compliant with state policy. 
There are also large pieces of land with limited 
productive potential in the former homeland 
areas, including grazing land and smallholder 
cultivation plots,” concludes De Kock.
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Agricultural economists have wel-
comed the step taken by the Lands, 
Agriculture, Water and Rural Resettle-
ment Ministry to monitor production 

on farms and re-allocate abandoned farms and 
underused land to ensure all farms are in pro-
duction.

Under the new policy, farmers resettled under 
the A1 and A2 schemes, the beneficiaries of 
land reform, must submit mandatory produc-
tion returns to the Lands ministry by January 31 
next year, failure of which will result in the farms 
being considered for reallocation to people on 
the waiting list.

The move is meant to transform A2 farmers into 
agricultural entrepreneurs and their farms to 
become enviable businesses by 2025 while A1 
farmers will be transformed through Govern-
ment production schemes to become viable 
and formal small to medium enterprises by 

2025.

Information gathered by Lands officials will help 
the ministry to support provincial land com-
mittees in carrying out the new policy on land 
where multiple land ownership, abandoned 
farms, derelict farms and underused farms can 
be considered for reallocation. Farmers who fail 
to submit information shall be deemed to fall 
into those categories.

Productive farms exceeding the maximum farm 
size for their agro-ecological region shall be 
exempted from downsizing until further guid-
ance.

Agriculture economist, Dr Midway Bhunu, said 
the proposed monitoring and evaluation sys-
tem was welcome and was one of the critical 
steps towards commercialisation of farming. 
“This will solve the long standing challenge of 
underutilisation of productive land that has 

Zimbabwe: 
Stakeholders 

Welcome Evaluation 
Of Agric Production

negatively impacted on the food, income and 
nutrition security of the country,” he said.

Dr Bhunu said commercialised farming was 
widely considered as the most effective means 
of dealing with poverty in the developing 
world. “It is important that land gets into the 
right hands, and be put to good use so that we 
feed our nation and attain our breadbasket sta-
tus again.

“This is the time now to attract private sector in-
vestments into our farming systems for various 
value chains. We recommend a well-coordinat-
ed approach on implementation of this noble 
idea where all players, development partners 
and private sector included join hands with the 
Government and develop our agriculture.

“We have great potential to revive many value 
chains that had collapsed, examples are coffee 
and flowers just to pick a few,” he said.

Zimbabwe Farmers Union agriculture econo-
mist, Dr Prince Kuipa, said the move will help 
Government in policy formulation and plan-
ning. “The Lands Ministry will be able to know 
land underuse, types of crops being grown and 
also challenges being faced by farmers. The 
Ministry should also consider challenges being 
faced by farmers that affect production. Fund-
ing has been the major challenge affecting pro-
duction on farms and it should be addressed so 
every farmer will be able to put land to use.

“Bankable 99-year leases should be prioritised 
so that farmers will be able to access funding to 
boost production,” he said.

Youth in Agriculture Apex Council chief exec-
utive, Mrs Memory Nyakwima Chakwita, said 
the organisation was ready to “nature its young 
farmers who benefit from this exercise through 
provision of inputs and technical expertise”.

Zimbabwe National Farmers Union vice pres-
ident, Mr Edward Dune, encouraged relevant 
authorities and organisations to educate farm-
ers on the transitional process. “There is also 
need to justify production trends. There could 
be other reasons why farmers could be failing 
to produce,” he said.

Lands Minister Dr Anxious Masuka said in pur-
suit of Vision 2030 and the National Develop-
ment Strategy 1, and through the Agriculture 
and Food Systems Transformation Strategy, his 
Ministry was seeking to transform the agricul-
ture sector by making farming a business.

Government is determined to increase produc-
tivity on the farms to create a high productive 
chain of business-orientated farmers and turn 
agriculture into an US$8 billion sector by 2023.
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Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture Peter 
Munya (left) and new FAO Country 
Representative in Kenya Ms Carla Elisa 
Luis Mucavi from Mozambique in his 

office on November 16, 2020. PHOTO | COUR-
TESY

The United Nations will increase Kenya’s agri-
culture funding to Sh1 billion to finance dif-
ferent sub sectors including the blue economy 
and rice industry in the Lake Basin Regional 
Economic Community (LBREC).

Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) Kenya 
representative Carla Mucavi said the funding 
will be increased from the current Sh700 mil-
lion invested in seven fish and rice projects in 
the region.

She spoke when the agency and the Ministry of 
Agriculture launched aquaculture and rice proj-
ects in the LBREC to assist farmers affected by 
floods and Covid-19.

“Fundraising efforts are underway to increase 
funding to the region to Sh1 billion to finance 
various agriculture sub-sectors,” said Ms Mucavi.

She said the projects target the youth and 
women, who bear the brunt of the disruption 
by adverse weather and loss of employment 
due to the health pandemic.

The LBREC bloc comprises Bungoma, Busia, 
Homa Bay, Kakamega, Kisii, Kisumu, Migori, 
Nyamira, Siaya, and Vihiga counties.

“Globally, aquaculture production has in-
creased by 30 per cent every decade for the 
past 50 years. African production represents 
a meagre two percent of world production, 
which is dominated by Asia, with Kenya only 
representing four percent of the African mar-
ket,” said Agriculture Cabinet Secretary Peter 
Munya.

Mr Munya said there are opportunities for 

young people whose movement from the re-
gion in search for employment has been cur-
tailed by the Covid-19 safety restrictions.

With the new investment, it is expected that 
Bunyala Irrigation Cooperative Society will sur-
pass the current rice production on 2,100 acres 
of land with an annual value of Sh110 million.

The country’s annual rice production at 160,600 
tonnes falls short of national consumption at 
1.05 million tonnes.

“We have a deficit of close to 986,000 tonnes 
that is largely met by imports from Pakistan and 
other countries,” he added.

About 80 per cent of rice grown in Kenya is from 
government established irrigation schemes, 
while the remaining 20 per cent is produced 
under rain-fed conditions.

Kenya Agriculture Funding 
From UN To Hit Sh1 Billion
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The World Bank Board of Directors today 
approved a $60 million International 
Development Association (IDA)* grant 
to help African countries strengthen 

the resilience of their agricultural sectors to the 
threat posed by climate change. The grant ful-
fils the World Bank’s commitment at the 2019 
United Nations Climate Summit to increase its 
support to the CGIAR, a global partnership that 
unites international organizations engaged in 
research about food security, to help advance 
agricultural research efforts for the benefit of 
rural households that rely on agriculture as a 
major livelihood source, and to increase food 
security.

Through the new operation –Accelerating the 
Impact of CGIAR Climate Research for Africa 
project, AICCRA-the World Bank will support re-
search and capacity-building activities carried 
out by the CGIAR centers and partner organi-
zations, with the goal of enhancing access to 

climate information services and validated cli-
mate-smart agriculture technologies in Africa. 
By gaining better access to climate advisories 
linked to information about effective response 
measures, farmers and livestock keepers will be 
able to better anticipate climate-related events 
and take preventative actions that can help to 
safeguard productive activities and avoid cata-
strophic losses.

Mobilizing science and innovation for the ben-
efit of agricultural development is consistent 
with the commitments made during the Africa 
Food Security Leadership Dialogue (AFSLD), a 
multi-partner initiative formed in 2019 to deal 
with the problem of hunger and vulnerability 
to climate change on the African continent. The 
new project responds to the AFSLD call for joint 
action against hunger in the face of climate 
change, at a time when the COVID-19 pandem-
ic has further increased the vulnerability of mil-
lions of households.

AICCRA activities will be concentrated in six 
countries -Senegal, Ghana, Mali, Ethiopia, Ken-
ya, and Zambia- but its benefits will be realized 
region-wide: “Knowledge generation and tech-
nology transfer are deserving of IDA regional 
support, because the benefits flow across na-
tional boundaries and therefore are unlikely to 
be supported adequately by individual govern-
ments acting alone,” says Ms. Deborah Wetzel, 
World Bank Director of Regional Integration for 
Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, and North-
ern Africa. “CGIAR plays a unique catalytic role 
in strengthening global, regional and local ca-
pacity to combat the effects of climate change, 
in Africa and throughout the world”.

AICCRA will be administered by the Internation-
al Center for Tropical Agriculture, the lead cen-
ter for the CGIAR Program on Climate Change, 
Agriculture, and Food Security (CCAFS).

World Bank Grants $60 Million 
To Help Strengthen Resilience Of 
Agricultural Sector In Africa
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The State of Food and Agriculture 
(SOFA) 2020 takes a new look at water 
shortages and scarcity in the world

More than three billion people live in 
agricultural areas with high to very high levels 
of water shortages and scarcity, and almost half 
of them face severe constraints. Furthermore, 
available freshwater resources per person have 
declined by more than 20 percent over the past 
two decades globally, underscoring the impor-
tance of producing more with less, especially in 
the agriculture sector, the world’s largest user 
of water.

Improved water management, supported by 
effective governance and strong institutions 
– including secure water tenure and rights, 
underpinned by sound water accounting and 
auditing – will be essential to ensure global 
food security and nutrition, and contribute to 
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 
according to The State of Food and Agriculture 
(SOFA) 2020 – a flagship report published today 
by the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations.

“With this report, FAO is sending a strong mes-
sage: water shortages and scarcity in agricul-
ture must be addressed immediately and boldly 
if our pledge to achieve the SDGs is to be taken 
seriously,” FAO Director-General QU Dongyu 

emphasized in the foreword of the report.

Paths for action range from investing in wa-
ter-harvesting and conservation in rainfed 
areas to rehabilitating and modernizing sus-
tainable irrigation systems in irrigated areas. 
These must be combined with best agronomic 
practices, such as adopting drought-tolerant 
crop varieties, and improved water manage-
ment tools – including effective water pricing 
and allocation tools, such as water rights and 
quotas – to ensure equitable and sustainable 
access. Water accounting and auditing must 
be, however, the starting point for any effective 
management strategy.

Achieving the internationally agreed SDG 
pledges, including the Zero Hunger target (SDG 
2), “is still achievable,” the SOFA emphasizes 
– but only by ensuring more productive and 
sustainable use of freshwater and rainwater in 
agriculture, which accounts for more than 70 
percent of global water withdrawals.

FAO’s SOFA report in 1993 also focused on wa-
ter issues, and today it is striking how the find-
ings presented then remain valid and relevant 
today. While the previous report focused on 
irrigation, the new edition broadens its scope 
to cover water-related challenges in rainfed 
agriculture, which represents more than 80 per-
cent of land under cultivation and 60 percent of 

global crop production.

Mapping the moisture

FAO is the custodian of SDG Indicator 6.4.2, 
which measures the pressure of human activi-
ties on natural freshwater resources, and SOFA 
offers the first spatially disaggregated represen-
tation of how things stand today – which, when 
meshed with historical drought frequency data, 
allows for a more holistic assessment of water 
constraints in food production.

About 1.2 billion people – 44 percent of them 
in rural areas and the remainder in small urban 
centers in the countryside – live in places where 
severe water shortages and scarcity challenge 
agriculture. Around 40 percent of them live in 
Eastern and South-eastern Asia, and a slightly 
higher share in Southern Asia. Central Asia and 
Northern Africa and Western Asia are also se-
verely affected – about one of every five people 
live in agricultural areas with very high water 
shortages and scarcity, compared to less than 4 
percent in Europe, Latin America and the Carib-
bean, Northern America and Oceania.

About 5 percent of people living in sub-Saharan 
Africa live in similar conditions, meaning that 
about 50 million people live in areas where se-

AFRICA: How To Overcome 
Water Challenges In Agriculture

Continued to page 20
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vere drought has catastrophic impacts on crop-
land and pastureland once every three years.

About 11 percent of the world’s rainfed crop-
land, or 128 million hectares, face frequent 
drought, as does about 14 percent of pasture-
land, or 656 million hectares. Meanwhile, more 
than 60 percent (or 171 million hectares) of 
irrigated cropland is highly water stressed. 11 
countries, all in Northern Africa and Asia, face 
both challenges, making it urgent and neces-
sary to adopt sound water accounting, clear 
allocation, modern technologies and to shift to 
less thirsty crops.

Mathematics of water

“The inherent characteristics of water make it 
difficult to manage,” the SOFA report notes.

“Water should be recognized as an economic 
good that has a value and a price,” it says, noting 
that customary practices leading it to be treat-
ed as a free commodity often create market fail-
ures. A price that reflects the true value of water, 
by contrast, sends a clear signal to users to use 
water wisely. At the same time, policy and gov-
ernance support to ensure efficient, equitable 
and sustainable access for all is essential.

“Water management plans need to be prob-
lem-focused and dynamic,” the report recom-
mends. SOFA notes that the rural poor can ben-
efit substantially from irrigation and endorses 

its cautious expansion. Between 2010 and 
2050, harvested irrigated areas are projected to 
grow in most regions of the world and to more 
than double in sub-Saharan Africa, potentially 
benefiting hundreds of millions of rural people.

The report notes that, in some cases, small-
scale and farmer-led irrigation systems can be 
more efficient than large-scale projects. That’s 
a promising path for sub-Saharan Africa, where 
surface and underground water resources are 
comparatively undeveloped and only 3 percent 
of cropland is equipped for irrigation – and 
where expanding small-scale irrigation can be 
profitable and benefit millions of rural people. 
However, many factors impede adoption, in-
cluding lack of secure water tenure and access 
to finance and credit. In Asia, declining large-
scale state-funded surface irrigation have led 
to farmers tapping directly into groundwater, 
placing excessive pressure on the resource. Ad-
dressing these issues will require investing in 
modernizing old irrigation schemes, as well as 
effective policies.

Full-fledged water markets involving the sale 
of water rights are relatively rare. However, 
when water accounting and auditing is well 
performed, water tenure and rights are well es-
tablished, and the active participation of bene-
ficiaries and managing institutions is promoted, 
regulated water markets can induce efficient 
and equitable allocation of water, while pro-
moting its conservation.

Did you know?

•	 The average amount of freshwater per 
person in 2017 was about 43 000 m3 in 
Oceania, while barely reaching 1 000 m3 
in Northern Africa and Western Asia.

•	 Total water withdrawals per capita are 
highest in Central Asia, reaching almost 
2 000 m3 per person in 2017, compared 
to less than 130 m3 in sub-Saharan Africa.

•	 In least developed countries, 74 percent 
of rural people do not have access to safe 
drinking water.

•	 91 countries have national plans for rural 
drinking water, but only nine have allocat-
ed sufficient funding to implement them.

•	 Around 41 percent of current global irri-
gation occurs at the expense of environ-
mental flow requirements, which are es-
sential to sustain ecosystems that provide 
life-supporting functions.

•	 Biofuels require 70 to 400 times more wa-
ter than do the fossil fuels they replace.

•	 Major forests in areas such as the Amazon, 
Congo and Yangtze river basins are im-
portant sources of water vapour for areas 
downwind and are, therefore, crucial to 
rainfed agriculture.

AFRICA: How To Overcome Water Challenges In Agriculture
Continued from page 19
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By Joe Bavier

* Trade under AfCFTA bloc begins Jan. 1
* Launch delayed six months due to pandemic
* Implementation of free trade deal to take years

JOHANNESBURG, Jan 1 (Reuters) – African 
countries began officially trading under a 
new continent-wide free trade area on Fri-
day, after months of delays caused by the 

global coronavirus pandemic.

But experts view the New Year’s Day launch as 
largely symbolic with full implementation of 
the deal expected to take years.

The African Continental Free Trade Area (Af-
CFTA) aims to bring together 1.3 billion people 
in a $3.4 trillion economic bloc that will be the 
largest free trade area since the establishment 
of the World Trade Organization.

Backers say it will boost trade among African 
neighbours while allowing the continent to 
develop its own value chains. The World Bank 
estimates it could lift tens of millions out of pov-
erty by 2035.

But obstacles – ranging from ubiquitous red 
tape and poor infrastructure to the entrenched 
protectionism of some of its members – must 
be overcome if the bloc is to reach its full po-
tential.

Trade under the AfCFTA was meant to be 
launched on July 1 but was pushed back after 
COVID-19 made in-person negotiations impos-
sible.

However, the pandemic also gave the process 
added impetus, said Silver Ojakol, chief of staff 
at the AfCFTA’s secretariat.

“We saw the impact on our economies of the 
disruption of imports due to the pandemic,” he 
said. “So there’s actually been an increase in po-
litical will to boost intra-African integration.”

Every African country except Eritrea has signed 
on to the AfCFTA framework agreement, and 34 
have ratified it. But observers such as W. Gyude 
Moore – a former Liberian minister who is now 
a senior fellow at the Center for Global Develop-
ment – say the real work begins now.

“I would be surprised if they can have every-
thing set up within 24 months,” he told Reu-
ters. “For long-term success, I think we’ll need 
to look at how long it took Europe. This is a 
multi-decade process.”

‘WE MUST START SOMEWHERE’

Historic challenges including Africa’s poor road 
and rail links, political unrest, excessive border 
bureaucracy and petty corruption will not dis-
appear overnight.

And an annex to the deal outlining the rules of 
origin – an essential step for determining which 
products can be subject to tariffs and duties – 
has not been completed yet.

Meanwhile, 41 of the zone’s 54 member states 
have submitted tariff reduction schedules.

Members must phase out 90% of tariff lines – 
over five years for more advanced economies or 
10 years for less developed nations. Another 7% 
considered sensitive will get more time, while 
3% will be allowed to be placed on an exclusion 
list.

Finalising those schedules and communicating 
them to businesses must be done quickly, said 
Ziad Hamoui of Borderless Alliance, a group 
that campaigns for easier cross-border trade.

But efforts to implement the deal will also likely 
face resistance from countries’ domestic inter-
est groups. Fears of losing out to more compet-
itive neighbours initially made some countries, 
including West African giant Nigeria, sceptical 
of the pan-African project.

Still, proponents of the zone are confident that 
initial steps towards its implementation will al-
ready allow member states to double intra-Afri-
can trade by 2025.

“Economic integration is not an event. It’s a pro-
cess,” said the AfCFTA secretariat’s Ojakol. “We 
must start somewhere.”

African Free Trade Bloc Opens For 
Business, But Challenges Remain
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By Michael Aliber and Wandile Sihlobo

In response to the economic devastation 
caused by the coronavirus pandemic, most 
sub-Saharan governments are developing 
economic recovery plans. These will require 

some different thinking, particularly when it 
comes to agriculture. Wandile Sihlobo, the 
chief economist of the Agricultural Business 
Chamber of South Africa, explains to Michael 
Aliber, a professor of agricultural economics 
at the University of Fort Hare, what that new 
thinking might look like.

You have argued that governments should 
use the post-COVID environment to think 
differently about agriculture. What should be 
done differently?

African governments should have a fresh look 
at agriculture. This involves embracing technol-
ogy (information technology, mechanical and 
biotechnology) and also private sector partner-
ships. There also needs to be confidence in the 
citizenry to manage their land parcels. This will 
involve the granting of title deeds or tradable 
long-term leases in various African countries. 
And in the case of better seeds, the evidence 
from South Africa is there for many countries 
to observe and learn.

The economic recovery from the pandemic 
therefore presents an opportunity for govern-
ments to explore available technologies that 
could help in the registration of land rights. 
These include global positioning systems, 
mapping and blockchain technologies.

This will help solve disputes and also with 
the tradability of land rights. This process can 
be piloted on agricultural land. The proper 
recording and confirmation of land rights will 
encourage individual entrepreneurs to invest 
in their farmland and thereby trigger the com-

mercialisation and growth of the agricultural 
sector.

There are also examples of technologies that 
various countries could use to document land. 
Examples include the use of drones in India, 
and aerial photography in Rwanda. This would 
help change the troubling statistic that rough-
ly 90% of rural land in Africa is not formally 
documented. 

How would you envisage overcoming the 
concern that ambitious rights formalisa-
tion and documentation strategies tend to 
extinguish secondary rights, often held by 
women?

The overall intention is to ensure formalisation 
of land rights, with the objective of attracting 
investments in the agricultural sector and 
unlocking its potential.

Africa has, indeed, a history of disadvantaging 
women on land matters. Any strategy for the 
formalisation of land rights will have to be well 
thought out and transparent. The aim should 
be to ensure that there isn’t bias towards men 
and politically connected individuals as has 
been observed in land reform cases in South 
Africa.

 Are you perhaps placing too much faith in 
technology?

To date, South Africa is the only country in 
sub-Saharan Africa that has embraced biotech-
nology. This is primarily because it’s the only 
country in the region that has adopted the use 
of genetically engineered cotton, maize and 
soybean seeds. Other countries that have done 
so include the US, Brazil and Argentina. In 
these countries, the use of the genetically engi-
neered seeds has seen lower insecticide use, 
more environmentally friendly tillage practices 

and improvements in crop yields.

How productive is sub-Saharan African agri-
culture relative to other regions of the world? 
What can be done to improve yields?

There is compelling evidence of the increase 
in yields within the sub-Saharan Africa region. 
Consider South Africa. It produces about 16% 
of sub-Saharan Africa maize, according to the 
International Grains Council. But it uses a rela-
tively small area of land – an average of 2.5 mil-
lion hectares since 2010. In contrast, countries 
such as Nigeria planted 6.5 million hectares in 
the same production season but only harvest-
ed 11 million tonnes of maize. Nigeria’s output 
equates to 15% of the sub-Saharan region’s 
maize production.

South Africa began planting genetically 
engineered maize seeds in the 2001/02 season. 
Before its introduction, average maize yields 
were around 2.4 tonnes per hectare. That has 
now increased to an average of 5.9 tonnes per 
hectare as of the 2019/20 production season.

Meanwhile, the sub-Saharan Africa region’s 
maize yields remain negligible, averaging 
below 2.0 tonnes per hectare.

While yields are also influenced by improved 
germplasm (enabled by non-GM biotechnolo-
gy) and improved low- and no-till production 
methods (facilitated through herbicide tolerant 
GM technology), other benefits include labour 
savings, reduced insecticide use, and improved 
weed and pest control. These labour-saving 
benefits, also for small-scale livelihood farmers, 
were also observed in a research study in the 
KwaZulu Natal province of South Africa.

Africa: How Sub-Saharan Africa Can 
Rethink Its Approach To Agriculture

AFRICAN MARKETS
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Other countries like Kenya and Nigeria are in-
creasingly field-testing genetically engineered 
crops. They should accelerate the process, and 
when it meets their scientific standards, should 
embark on commercialisation as part of the 
recovery from the economic slump caused by 
the pandemic.

Each country will have its domestic regulatory 
process which safeguards consumers and 
farmers. But these need not be too prohibitive 
to the extent that they disadvantage farmers. 
A case in point is Zimbabwe, where the 
importation of genetically engineered maize 
has recently been permitted but planting by 
domestic farmers is prohibited.

But high yield – that is the amount produced 
per unit area – typically means high input 
costs, which is one reason why small-scale 
farmers’ uptake of these technologies is 
limited. Also, won’t the emergence of larger 
and more commercially oriented and tech-
nologically capable African farmers result in 
agriculture absorbing less and less labour?

Africa’s smallholder farmers will generally 
struggle to access some technologies because 
of the associated costs. But if the goal is to 
ensure that the African continent can compete 
globally with the likes of the US, Brazil and 

Argentina, among others, then the focus 
should be on commercialisation of farmers 
and encourage the economies of scale on the 
continent. There have to be trade-offs. These 
include job losses in certain subsectors such 
as grains as farmers would be adopting more 
technologies.

But there are potential gains in other subsec-
tors such as horticulture. If supported and 
developed to scale, these could create large 
numbers of jobs. Again, a case in point is South 
Africa, where there were job losses in field 

crops but horticulture created many jobs.

The key is to ensure job mobility so that people 
can progressively move to higher paying jobs 
in agro-processing and other subsectors.

In sum, this is not to mean we should move 
away from smallholder farming per se. We 
need a mixed farming system. Where condi-
tions allow, commercialisation at large scale 
should be encouraged. This is precisely the 
case in Brazil, where there is a mixed farming 
system.

Since 1942, professionals from 
around the globe have trusted the 
durability and craftsmanship of AMS’ 
soil sampling equipment. AMS offers 
a variety of tools for environmental 
& agricultural markets.
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Xiaohu Xu, Vice President of the CCCF-
NA/ Justin Chadwick, Chairman of Fruit 
SA and Vangile Titi-Msumza, Vice-Chair 
of Fruit SA.

Fruit exports from South Africa and China are 
set to get a boost with the recent signing of a 
memorandum of understanding (MoU) be-
tween the two countries.

Last year, South Africa exported over 2.8 million 
tonnes of fresh fruit to overseas markets. How-
ever, only a small percentage of these exports 
went to China. With a population of around 1.38 
billion and the demand for fresh fruit expected 
to continue growing over the next few years, 
China offers a major opportunity for further 
market expansion. As a result, the local indus-
try aims to increase its exports to China over 
the next five years and in this way contribute 
towards increased jobs in the sector.

The MoU, which was signed between Xiaohu 
Xu, Vice President of the China Chamber of 
Commerce of Import & Export of Foodstuffs & 
Native Produce (CFNA) and Justin Chadwick, 
Chairman of the Board of Fruit South Africa 
(Fruit SA) will contribute towards this objective, 
as it will serve to promote greater cooperation 
and statistical information exchange between 
the countries’ fresh fruit industries.

To this end, Fruit SA and CCCFNA will:

•	 Support trade visits between 
South Africa and China for the rep-
resentatives of each association.

•	 Cooperate in the areas of technol-
ogy exchange.

•	 Promote information exchange 
on matters of relevance such as 

statistics of fruit exports and im-
ports between the two countries, 
changes in regulatory legislation, 
and customs procedures.

•	 Support each other’s publicity and 
promotional activities, where ap-
propriate.

The two associations will also nominate a work-
ing group to review the effective execution of 
commitments in the MoU, which is effective 
from the date of its signing.

The group will comprise at least one represen-
tative from each association and will monitor 
the implementation of projects and address 
any issues that may arise from the agreement.

Mou Signed To Boost 
Fruit Exports From Sa 

To China
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The Citrus Growers’ Association of South-
ern Africa (CGA) has welcomed the ga-
zetting of the new statutory export cit-
rus levy by the Minister of Agriculture, 

Land Reform and Rural Development Thoko 
Didiza.

The new levy will be funded by around 1,250 
citrus growers over the next four years (from 
2021 to 2024) and will ensure both the long-
term competitiveness of the citrus industry as 
well as the sustainable growth of black-citrus 
enterprises within the sector.

A key funding area is ensuring greater transfor-
mation within the industry. 20% of the new levy 
will be allocated to the development of black 
citrus growers and their meaningful and lasting 
participation in the sector.

This funding will be invested in the CGA’s 
recently finalised four-year Transformation 
Plan (2021-2024), which will be implemented 
through the CGA-Grower Development Com-
pany and the Citrus Academy.

The plan will focus on the following key areas: 

•	 The provision of enterprise and 
supplier development pro-
grammes to black growers;

•	 The provision of skills develop-
ment programmes to black grow-
ers;

•	 The roll-out of socio-economic 
development programmes in rural 
communities; and

•	 Ensuring the sustainable growth 
of black-owned enterprises; as 
well as

•	 Greater representation of black 
growers in industry leadership po-
sitions.

With the citrus industry expected to increase 
its exports by over 500 000 tons over the next 
three to five years, investment in research and 
development is critical in order to ensure the 
sector remains competitive in overseas mar-
kets. For this reason, 60% of the new levy will 
be allocated to Citrus Research International 
(CRI) to provide research and technical services 
to growers.

This is a pre-requisite for gaining, retaining and 
optimising market access, which is a key priori-
ty for the industry over the short, medium and 
long-term.

Enhancing phytosanitary assistance

One of the main blockages preventing in-
creased market access is the stringent phy-
tosanitary requirements effected by some 
countries. The new citrus levy will assist the 
CRI in enhancing the phytosanitary assistance 
it offers growers, including providing counter-
foils for unjustified regulatory disruptions and 
changing regulations.

The remaining 20% of the new levy will be 
allocated to a number of other programmes 
including working with government and oth-
er stakeholders to improve national transport 
infrastructure and logistics capacity, including 
the country’s rail and port operations.

With the majority of citrus growers having vot-
ed in favour of the levy increase, we are pleased 
that Minister Didiza has given the green light 
for the implementation of the new levy from 
January 2021.

The industry is expecting another record-break-
ing export season in 2020, despite the challeng-
es faced by the Covid-19 pandemic and nation-
al lockdown. We are confident that the new 
levy will enable the industry to grow its market 
share even further and as a result, create even 
more jobs and bring in increased revenue for 
the country’s economy over the next four years.

New Citrus Export Levy Sees 
R1bn Invested Into Sector

This is a pre-requisite for gaining, retaining and optimising market access, 
which is a key priority for the industry over the short, medium and long-term.
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By: Safaa Kasraoui

Rabat – Morocco’s state-owned phos-
phate and fertilizer group OCP is mov-
ing forward with its “Restore Africa Soils” 
platform to allow African researchers to 

communicate expertise on soil mapping.

The OCP issued a press release to announce 
that it established the platform in May to en-
sure the exchange of mechanisms between 
African researchers and the company’s partners 
regarding soil mapping.

The program seeks to allow stakeholders to 
share their experience in the field, including 
sampling and laboratory analysis.

The project also enables the “continuity of train-
ing on reasoned fertilization on geographic in-
formation systems” and on the quality control 
of fertilizers and intends to supply a Data Bank 
devoted to African soils.

For OCP, the project ensures a “real sharing of 
experience and ‘best practices’ on the subject.”

OCP organized the first meeting on the project 
on October 8, convening representatives from 
the Togolese Institute for Agronomic Research 
(ITRA). The meeting served as an opportunity 
for ITRA to share with the participants its expe-
rience relating to the implementation of the soil 
fertility map project.

In addition to ITRA, attendees from the Food 
and Agriculture Organization (FAO), among 
others, also participated in the webinar.

OCP will hold its second meeting on December 
3, covering the implementation of the “fertility 
card project” in Burkina Faso.

“It will once again be an opportunity for stake-
holders to exchange views and share their 
knowledge and expertise on the subject,” OCP 
said.

OCP launched the project in collaboration 
with the Mohammed VI Polytechnic University 
(UM6P). The project also benefits from the sup-
port of the Tekalign Mamo Center for  Research 

on Soils and Fertilizers in Africa (CESFRA).

The project is part of the OCP’s actions in Af-
rica to promote the creation of strategic deci-
sion-support tools in terms of agricultural pol-
icies.

OCP’s project includes capacity building for 
agriculture officials in partner countries, up-
grading soil analysis laboratories, and assessing 
the state of soil fertility in areas covered by the 
project.

The foundation also supports African farmers 
through the development of fertilization rec-
ommendations.

Nearly 3.5 million hectares are concerned by 
soil mapping work in sub-Saharan Africa, with 
more than 220 managers trained.

The OCP also announced that 17 fixed and mo-
bile laboratories have been equipped with a 
view to the emergence of sustainable and resil-
ient agriculture in Africa.

Morocco’s Ocp Moves Forward With 
Initiative To Restore Soils In Africa
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The South African sugar industry is 
looking to the recently signed Sugar-
cane Master Plan to stabilise the sec-
tor in 2021. 

DURBAN – THE SOUTH African sugar industry is 
looking to the recently signed Sugarcane Mas-
ter Plan to stabilise the sector in 2021 after a 
flood of sugar imports devastated it

South African Sugar Association (Sasa) execu-
tive director Trix Trikam said last week, “We are 
particularly concerned about high volumes of 
sugar imports from Eswatini. India and Brazil 
have continued to be the main non-African 
countries importing sugar into South Africa. 
These issues are being addressed through the 
recently signed Sugarcane Value Chain Master 
Plan to 2030.”

Sasa said, however, the current sugar tariff 
remained inadequate and needed to be ad-
dressed properly. “We are involved in ongoing 
engagements with government and relevant 
entities to address the issue,” said Trikam

South Africa last month signed the plan, 
which was delayed by eight months because 
of Covid-19, with industrial users and retailers 
agreeing to a minimum offtake of sugar for 
three years, with roughly 80 percent of con-
sumption coming from local farms and millers 
in the first 12 months, which would be hiked to 
95 percent by 2023.

Last week the SA Canegrowers’ Association 
launched its Home Sweet Home campaign, 
aimed at encouraging South Africans consum-
ers to buy local sugar products in order to help 
safeguard the one million livelihoods the indus-

try supports.

Rex Talmage, the chairperson of the SA Cane-
growers’ Association, said in a statement that 
weak trade protection has seen a major in-
crease in cheap sugar imports flooding South 
Africa from Brazil and the United Arab Emirates 
as well as the Southern African Customs Union 
(Sacu).

“For every ton of imported sugar that floods our 
shores, our local South African industry loses 
R4 000. These cheap, low quality imports have 
caused the local industry to lose just over R2.2 
billion in the last year alone,” he said.

Talmage said that a record level of sugar (715 
000 tons) was expected to pour in from Eswatini 
this year.

Sugar Sector Eyes Master Plan To 
Protect Its Turf From Big Imports

...Continued to page 26
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“It is important to note that Eswatini sugar en-
ters South Africa free of any import tariff, mean-
ing billions more stand to be lost during the 
2020/2021 season,” he said.

Talmage said the local industry has been forced 
to export domestic surplus onto a “dumped” or 
over-supplied world market at a significant loss, 
which had left South African growers with an 
eroded RV price (the price which growers are 
paid for their sugarcane). This was devastating 
as at times the revenue was lower than the cost 
of producing a crop, he said.

This was said to have put the future of the 
South African sugarcane industry under serious 
threat, including the futures of 21 000 black 
small-scale growers, 65 000 farmworkers as well 
as the 270 000 indirect jobs and the one million 
livelihoods the industry supports.

The Association of South African Sugar Import-

ers (Asasi) chairperson Chris Engelbrecht said 
the sugar industry was suffering from many 
issues, including draught, management, poor 
sustainability, cheap imports for a few months, 
most of local sugar fields not being in the right 
climate, the industry not being efficient and 
corruption in the industry.

Asasi said in the past five years, the local sug-
ar industry had suffered a drought and made 
wrong commitments on export quotas and 
could not meet local demand.

Engelbrecht said this had triggered an unjusti-
fied local price increase of almost 20 percent in 
one year.

He said that then an incorrect zero duty was 
gazetted for a few months, causing big interna-
tional suppliers to jump in and flood the South 
African market.

“The sudden oversupply and the snowball ef-
fect afterwards were devastating for the whole 
industry including the long-term importers. 
It took more than two years for the market to 
correct itself. In the last year imports were at a 
minimum.”

Engelbrecht said Asasi does not agree with the 
proposed Master Plan as they thought that it 
was not realistic.

“It’s one sided and trying to protect a market 
that is impossible to save with such low effi-
ciency and with such a high artificial local price. 
However, Asasi will support the buy local idea 
as far as possible,” Engelbrecht said.

“But the SA sugar industry needs to be able to 
compete on the world market. Stop saying the 
world market is subsidised as it is not, and it is 
not the excuse for low yields, under production 
and extremely high costs.”

...Continued from page 25

Sugar Sector Eyes Master Plan To 
Protect Its Turf From Big Imports
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BMG’s service to Zambia’s agriculture 
sector focuses on the importance of the 
investment in quality equipment and 
components for high efficiencies and 

optimum productivity across all farming disci-
plines.

“Through dedicated BMG branches in Lusaka 
and Kitwe and with distributors in Mkushi, Maz-
abuka and Choma, the company is able to offer 
the Zambian agri-sector quick access to quali-
ty components, which are supported by the 
team’s technical sales team in country.

“Through BMG’s Boer Slim/Smart Farming con-
cept, the company’s agricultural experts based 
in RSA work closely with farmers throughout 
Southern Africa, to help them cope with con-
stantly changing trends in agricultural machin-
ery,” says Brendan Kitcat, BMG’s Bran

ch Manager, Lusaka, Zambia. “We have rec-
ognised a greater acceptance by local farmers 
that advanced equipment is necessary to opti-
mise productivity and minimise downtime and 
that this investment does translate into tangi-
ble operational efficiencies. Farmers acknowl-
edge that there is value in BMG’s BTC agri-com-
ponent product offering.

Agriculture linkage, PTO’s, chain and gearbox-
es
“BMG offers farming sustainability solutions 
that focus on effective food production, the 
correct use of suitable equipment for the specif-
ic task and the efficient application of advanced 
technologies. The company’s extensive range 
of engineering com

ponents, which conforms to all relevant quali-
ty assurance and specification certifications, is 
carefully selected for local farmers, to ensure 
optimum performance – even in tough operat-
ing conditions.

BMG’s electronic, fluid technology, tools and 
power transmission components have been 
carefully selected to operate together, to form 
an efficient system that enhances productivity 
and energy efficiency.

Gearboxes
An important focus is on the selection, instal-
lation and operation of advanced electrome-
chanical systems – including Motoline solar 
inverters and electronic variable speed drives 
(VSDs), which are designed to improve efficien-
cies, reduce energy consumption and minimise 
maintenance requirements.

BMG’s Motoline solar inverters for water pumps 
offer dependable use in agricultural irrigation 
and water feed systems, for rural domestic and 

municipal water supply, as well as for ponds 
and dams.

All solar powered systems require a solar invert-
er to convert direct current (DC) generated by 
solar panels or other alternative sources, into 
alternating current (AC) for use in industrial, 
commercial and residential applications.

BMG’s Motoline P19000-S Solar series inverters 
for photovoltaic (PV) water pumps have inte-
grated Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 
algorithms, which support accurate tracking of 
the PV output, to ensure the best possible pow-
er output is achieved.

Agriculture ironware
Notable features of these solar inverters include 
dry-run protection, tank water level control and 
a dual AC and DC supply mode. This series sup-
ports AC input connectivity, in addition to the 
DC input from a PV system, allowing the AC in-
put to feed the drive when the PV supply is lim-
ited. A clear LED display indicates the real-time 
situation and system parameters and the RS485 
remote control system enhances the flexibility 
of the system.

BMG, which is an authorised DrivePro® service 
partner of Danfoss, has supplied Danfoss VSDs 
to farmers looking to accelerate and expand 
crop production, but who are restricted by 
power supply limitations.

Positive feedback from farmers is with this en-
ergy-efficient system, there are no voltage dips 
when the process is started up and wear and 
tear on mechanical components is reduced. 
Production is less labour intensive, which re-
duces his shift costs.

BMG has also assisted farmers who needed to 
reduce the cost of irrigation per hectare. After 
the installation of VSDs on pump sets, the pow-
er supply is used more efficiently, resulting in 
improved crop production and expansion of 
the farmers’ supply to include other prod

Wheel slogger for heavy equipment
Danfoss VLT AQUA Drive FC 202 VSDs – which 
offer saving additional energy savings com-
pared with traditional VSD controls – have been 
designed for water and wastewater applica-

tions, including irrigation. A notable feature of 
this system includes a soft start/stop facility, 
which prevents water hammer on starting and 
stopping the pumps, thus reducing the pos-
sibility of burst pipes. Wear and tear on cou-
plings, pumps and pipes is also reduced.

uce.

These VSDs are available from BMG in IP55 
enclosures, which do not require dedicated 
panels. This eliminates the need for additional 
cooling and ventilation, normally required to 
extract heat during operation.

BMG’s high-quality replacement agricultural 
components are engineered to improve pro-
ductivity in the farming sector, to operate ef-
ficiently for extended periods, with minimal 
maintenance requirements and to reduce costs 
in the long term.

Recently-launched agricultural components 
include slogging hammers and wheel sloggers, 
which are used to loosen and tighten bolts and 
nuts quickly and easily; BTC gearboxes, spe-
cifically designed for packhouses and robust 
Tsubaki RS100HT chain for balers, with a 25% 
higher maximum tensile strength, improved 
anti-shock performance and greater fatigue 
strength, when compared to other chain.

Dual direction multi-purpose gearboxes, PTO 
clutches and components and specially de-
signed heavy-duty coulter bearings are also 
new to the range.

Immediate availability of a comprehensive 
range of quality branded products, technical 
support and a total solutions service, sets the 
company apart in Zambia’s agricultural com-
munity.

The Zambian operation has partnered with 
Aqua Aura – T-L Centre Pivot agents in Mkushi 
-to supply consignment stock in the region.

BMG provides solutions to all key players in 
Zambia’s agricultural sector, including local 
manufacturers of equipment and implements, 
as well as agricultural re-sellers and the farmer.

Bmg’s Agricultural Services To Zambian Farmers 
Enhance Efficiencies For Increased Productivity 
And Greater Profitability
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Agricultural mechanisation can reduce 
work burden, increase prosperity and 
enhance diets. Shutterstock

Agricultural mechanisation is on the 
rise in Africa, replacing hand hoes and animal 
traction across the continent. While around 80-
90% of all farmers still rely on manual labour 
or draught animals, this is changing, driven by 
falling machinery prices and rising rural wages. 
During the last couple of years, tractor sales 
grew by around 10% annually.

A look at the history of today’s mechanised 
countries shows that a widespread replace-
ment of manual labour with mechanical power 
can have large socioeconomic and environ-
mental implications.

In our latest study, we explored how mechani-
sation could change the face of African farming 
and rural areas. It’s important to ensure that 
mechanisation can be accompanied by policies 
that harness its potential and minimise poten-
tial negative effects.

To understand the effects of mechanisation, we 
collected data in 87 villages in Benin, Nigeria, 
Mali and Kenya. These villages were chosen as 
examples because they’ve already experience 
mechanisation. We conducted 129 focus group 
discussions with 1,330 rural residents. They 
identified various ways that mechanisation af-
fected farming, rural life and nature.

The insights from the 87 villages revealed the 
great transformative power of agricultural 
mechanisation. Mechanisation can reduce work 

burden, raise prosperity and enhance diets. But 
there are also challenges such as soil erosion, 
deforestation and women’s access to tractor 
services.

Identifying these challenges provides an 
opportunity to prevent them from arising, 
through agricultural research and appropriate 
policy action.

Consequences of using tractors

Our study focused on the use of tractors for 
land preparation as this was the most common-
ly mechanised activity across the case study 
countries. Preparing land is labour-intensive 
and is usually the first activity to be mech-
anised. Participants were asked to mention 
positive changes directly related to mechanisa-

Tractors Can Change Farming 
In Good Ways And Bad: Lessons 
From Four African Countries
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tion. They then identified subsequent changes. 
What they told us formed a picture of a chain 
of impacts.

Overall, we found that mechanisation has more 
far-reaching agronomic, environmental and 
socioeconomic consequences than commonly 
assumed.

On the upside, it frees men, women and chil-
dren from heavy agricultural work. This gives 
them time to do other things, like running 
non-agricultural businesses or going to school.

Mechanisation also helps to overcome labour 
bottlenecks, a well-recognised constraint to 
rain-fed agriculture. This allows people to cul-
tivate more land, as 61% of the respondents 

reported. In Mali, one farmer said:

Many farmers have land that they can’t farm, 
it is let as fallow. With the tractor, the land is 
farmed and produces volumes of crops beyond 
the consumption capacity of the household.

Using a tractor also improves the timeliness of 
agriculture. Farm activities can be completed at 
the optimal time, which raises yields. This was 
noted by 72% of all respondents. The overall in-
crease in agricultural production contributes to 
enhancing food security and reducing poverty.

On the other hand, 58% of the respondents 
noted that mechanisation can undermine long-
term soil fertility, in particular when the disc 
plough is used. They said the use of heavy trac-

tors can trigger soil erosion and compaction. In 
Benin, one farmer reported:

Tractor increases soil compaction given the 
weight… This is followed by the problems of 
flooding and erosion, which considerably re-
duce fertility and consequently the yield.

Another concern is deforestation. Cultivating 
more land can mean losing trees on a large 
scale. Even clearing trees from fields so that 
tractors can operate there reduces biodiversity 
and makes the soil more susceptible to rain and 
wind erosion. In Mali, one farmer reported:

Trees are destroyed to enable the tractor to 
work comfortably. This exposes the land.

Some effects are highly context-specific, such 
as employment effects. In Benin, where mech-
anisation was associated with area expansion, 
this greatly raised the demand for labour to 
carry out the non-mechanised parts of farming. 
Here, no unemployment effects were reported, 
confirming a pattern from countries such as 
Zambia.

In Nigeria, where fewer farmers expanded land 
sizes, 48% reported job losses. Employment 
effects can be non-direct as well. Many rural 
residents reported that the rising prosperity of 
farmers due to mechanisation leads to positive 
spill-overs to non-farmers such as blacksmiths, 
carpenters and hairdressers.

As with most new technologies, mechanisa-
tion has benefits for some but not for others. 
While other studies have found that smallhold-
er farmers have less access to mechanisation, 
this was only mentioned by 15% of the respon-
dents. But mechanisation is less accessible for 
women compared to men. This was reported in 
all countries but it varied: 71% of women in Mali 
shared this perception but only 5% of women 
in Benin.

Managing the consequences

Most negative effects are not inherent to farm 
mechanisation and can be addressed with com-
plementary agronomic practices and adequate 
policies. Soil erosion can be reduced with con-
servation agriculture, which protects soils by 
replacing heavy disc ploughs with less soil-dis-
turbing rippers or direct seeders and continu-
ous soil covers.

Deforestation can be minimised with careful 
land-use planning, for example, by protecting 
land that is particularly valuable for climate 
change mitigation, biodiversity, and wildlife.

Entry points to ensure that women benefit from 
mechanisation may comprise campaigns show-
ing women role models using tractors, support-
ing women’s mechanisation groups and devel-
oping knowledge and skills.

With the right policies, countries can harness 
the potential of mechanisation and manage 
challenges. This can ensure that mechanisation 
contributes to an African agricultural transfor-
mation that is sustainable from a social, eco-
nomic, and environmental perspective.
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Sorting is a process of separation of var-
ious materials based on specific criteria 
such as color, size, texture, and others. 
Food sorting machine is equipment 

used by food processing companies for sorting 
or segregating food products such as dry and 
packaged food items, fruits and vegetables, 
dairy products, fats and oil, fish and seafood, 
meat, and others. Food processing companies 
use sorting machines to maximize the yield 
and reduce the wastage. Food products are 
segregated on the basis of various parameters 
such as shapes, size, color, image, and weight. 
The sorting helps in identifying and removing 
food contaminants and foreign materials (FMs) 
from food products. Various FMs that can be 
removed by sorting includes metals, stones, 
insects, glass, and others. Based on the product 
type, the food sorting machines can be cate-
gorized as automated food sorting machines 
and mechanical food sorting machines. Based 
on technology, the automated food sorting 
machines can be further categorized as laser 
sorters, camera sorters, and x-ray sorters.

The market is divided into the following seg-
ments based on geography:

•	 Americas

•	 APAC

•	 EMEA

Global Food Sorting Machines Market 2017-
2021, has been prepared based on an in-depth 
market analysis with inputs from industry ex-
perts. The report covers the market landscape 
and its growth prospects over the coming 
years. The report also includes a discussion of 
the key vendors operating in this market.

Key vendors

•	 Buhler

•	 GREEFA

•	 Key Technology

•	 TOMRA

Other prominent vendors

•	 Anhui Color Sort Technology

•	 Aweta

•	 BBC Technologies

•	 Brovind - GBV Impianti

•	 CFT

•	 Cimbria

•	 F.lli MARCHISIO & C

•	 HEFEI MEYER OPTOELECTRONIC 
TECHNOLOGY

•	 Multiscan Technologies

•	 Multisource Manufacturing

•	 NIKKO

•	 Orange Sorting Machines

•	 PPM TECHNOLOGIES

•	 Raytec Vision

•	 REEMOON TECHNOLOGY HOLD-
INGS

•	 SATAKE

•	 SCHULE

•	 Sesotec

Market driver

•	 Need to enhance food safety

•	 For a full, detailed list, view our 
report Online

•	 Market challenge

•	 Volatile prices of raw material

•	 For a full, detailed list, view our 
report Online

Market trend

•	 Mergers and acquisition by food 
sorting machines manufacturers

•	 For a full, detailed list, view our 
report Online

Key questions asked

•	 What will the market size be in 
2021 and what will the growth 
rate be?

•	 What are the key market trends?

•	 What is driving this market?

•	 What are the challenges to market 
growth?

•	 Who are the key vendors in this 
market space?

About Food Sorting Machines
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Danfoss has engineered solutions that 
allow the world to use resources 
in smarter ways—driving the sus-
tainable transformation of tomor-

row, since 1933. Danfoss produces more than 
250,000 products in 70 factories across 25 
countries every day, developing and refining 
solutions in response to our customers’ needs. 

With the adoption of a ever-growing digital 
world, Danfoss Industrial Automation has re-
positioned itself as Danfoss Sensing Solutions, 
representing the union of application-driven 
sensor technologies and unparalleled commit-
ment to helping customers navigate their jour-
ney into the digital frontier.

“Global mega trends increase the need for sens-
ing.” We see OEMs, wholesalers, and installers 
adapting to it and facing fundamental choices. 
They’re asking questions like ‘What is the right 
path for us?’ and ‘Who will help us make the 
right decisions as we move along?’. Our new 
name reflects our commitment to embracing 
that future and is our way of saying: We are your 
partner in navigating your journey across the 
digital sensor frontier—today and tomorrow,” 
says Bert Labots, Vice President at Danfoss.

Paired with the name change, Danfoss custom-
ers will benefit from a broader product range, 
such as pressue transmitters, temperature sen-
sors and position sensors, more and increasing-

ly diverse sensor technologies, and unrivalled 
support and services for sensor ecosystems, as 
well as swift and simple customization.

“As a leading global player, we know that adapt-
ing to the rapidly changing digital landscape 

requires a competent partner. Danfoss Sensing 
Solutions provides industry-leading know-how 
and advanced sensor technologies to navigate 
the way forward for our customers and part-
ners. A crucial part of this journey is to extend 
our offering within digital sensor connectivity 
for wired and wireless sensor solutions. Another 
differentiator is diagnostics and smart sensors 
that allow for instant programmability and re-
mote technical support on the sensor side,” ex-
plains Labots.

Danfoss Sensor Solutions is a global player of-
fering a wide product portfolio within pressure 
and temperature sensors, and position sensors,  
to a wide range of industries, such as mobile 
hydraulics, marine and offshore, water pumps, 
wind power, industrial hydraulics, industrial air 
compressors and more.

The digital sensor age is here
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Agriculture has been categorized as the 
largest economic sector in most Afri-
can countries, offering opportunities 
for poverty alleviation for youth, yet 

there is still a low percentage of youth involve-
ment in the sector.

This has been attributed to several factors. One 
major reason for poor youth participation in 
agriculture, according to research carried out in 
Tanzania, is low returns linked to a lack of access 
to agricultural market information.

An IFAD-sponsored study explores how policy 
makers can promote information and commu-
nication technology (ICT) to make agricultural 
market information accessible to youth in rural 
Tanzania as producers need to locate potential 
buyers and identify where people are willing to 
pay higher prices for their produce.

According to Reasech Conducted by the Inter-
national Institute of Tropical Agricultural (IITA) 
-implemented under the CARE project, re-
vealed that access to agricultural market infor-
mation through mobile phones–ICT, can raise 

returns and make agriculture attractive to more 
youth in rural Tanzania.

According to Sassi Akinyi areasecher under 
the IITA ,the adoption of ICT by the youth in 
the Agriculture Sector will help reduce unem-
ployment and promote rural development. The 
study, which is part of several others carried out 
by young researchers under the CARE project in 
10 countries across Africa, has revealed factors 
that negatively affect women’s intention to use 
ICT, especially to access market information.

Sassi states that using mobile phones to post 
havests offers of farm produce for sale and ac-
cessing bid prices in different markets can help 
farmers in rural Tanzania make more profitable 
and sales.

The study also showed that cultural stereotypes 
negatively affect mobile phone use among 
women, an area that policy makers can consid-
er when promoting ICT among young farmers.

While many government’s  in Africa are working 
on various agriculture interventions for youth, 

the study has recommended the need to priori-
tize gender issues and other determinants of in-
tention to promote the use of ICT in agriculture.

While the CARE study has revealed that using 
mobile phones for finding agriculture market 
information was higher among female farm-
ers than males in rural Tanzania, several factors 
influenced the adoption, such as an increased 
access to valuable market information and ease 
of use.

The mobile phone affords rural farmers access 
to a large amount of agricultural information to 
improve their farming activities and, eventually, 
their livelihoods. It also provides the possibili-
ty of linking other parts of the country or the 
world to resources to help their farming prac-
tices.

According to Sassi, for widespread adoption 
of mobile phones to occur among young Tan-
zanian farmers, policy makers need to create 
enabling conditions, which include network 
service access as well as orientation on the eco-
nomic benefits of adopting it.

Ict The Solution For 
Youth In Agriculture
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In December 2020, Marel’s manufacturing site 
in Dongen released its 3,000,000th poultry 
processing shackle since production began 
in 1987. A shackle may seem a simple metal 

hook, but in fact, it is a truly essential compo-
nent in the poultry industry.

A shackle in an overhead conveyor is like a 

freight car on a railroad, responsible for the safe 
transportation of products from one point to 
another. It’s a cleverly designed construction, fit 
to hold the legs of all thinkable chicken species 
and sizes around the world.

For Marel – Stork at the time –, Hugo van 
den Elshout took up the job to construct the 

shackles in 1987. Back then, the production 
was mostly done manually on an anvil, like in 
a blacksmith shop. That process has evolved 
significantly in the last three decades. Today, 
advanced machinery, including a hydraulic 
press, a bending machine and a welding robot, 
is used to produce shackles.

Facts and figures

Marel started the specialized production of 
shackles in Dongen back in 1987. The milestone 
of the first million pieces was reached in 1998. 
In 2011, the 2,000,000th shackle was produced. 
On average, about 90,000 pieces per year leave 
the factory, some 350 shackles on a daily basis. 
In top seasons, this number can increase up 
to 550 shackles a day. For the production of 3 
million shackles, it took some 1,950,000 kilos of 
material; this is about the weight of 1,950 Suzu-
ki Swift cars. When stretched out, all of the used 
material would extend from Dongen (the Neth-
erlands) to Malaga (Spain), which is more than 
3855 kilometers.

Personificaction

Today, with 33 years of experience, Hugo van 
den Elshout is still Marel’s own unwavering 
“Captain Hook”, making sure that every shackle 
leaving the factory is of highest quality and in 
pristine condition. In this respect, Hugo is the 
personification of Marel’s reliability and consis-
tency.

Marel Manufactures 
3,000,000Th Poultry 

Shackle

Hugo van den Elshout, who’s responsible for the shackle production at Marel 
Dongen for already 33 years, is proudly showing the 3,000,000th shackle.
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Kenya has officially launched the auto-
mated Seed Certification and Plant Vari-
ety Protection (SCPVP) System. With this, 
the country becomes the third in Africa, 

after South Africa and Zambia, to digitise its 
seed certification and plant variety protection 
processes.

The seed sub-sector contributes significantly 
to Kenya’s economic growth and development. 
Agriculture is a major employer and providing 
the farming community with certified seed for 
production is critical. In the last four years, the 
Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service (KEPH-
IS) has certified more than 213,000 tonnes of 
seeds.

However, while the certification process is very 
well defined, both in practice and the law, the 
activities have largely been coordinated man-
ually. This has brought about a number of 
challenges, including long and costly business 
processes, duplication of records and inefficient 
traceability and monitoring of certified seed.

Also, the plant variety protection process has 
had its fair share of challenges owing to man-
ual processes. They include inability to track 
seed-lots of certified seeds from production 
to the market; difficulty in producing accurate 
and adequate statistics and other market data 
on certified seeds in the country; duplication of 
data and effort; and the inability of farmers and 

other stakeholders to verify data.

Therefore, in 2018, KEPHIS entered into a part-
nership with TradeMark East Africa (TMEA) to 
address these challenges through automation 
of the seed certification and plant variety pro-
tection processes. The system has been piloted 
since May 2020, with 118 seed merchants, 534 
seed growers and 164 seed sellers across the 
country taking part. The system is now ready 
and the following benefits are anticipated:

Increased compliance levels among seed stake-
holders, given that the automated system will 
validate information submitted by traders, thus 
leading to increased transactions.

Improved efficiency in the delivery of certif-
icates and reports to seed companies and 
breeders, thus facilitating trade.

Improved retrieval of data and statistics on cer-
tified seed due to centralised management of 
information and transactions.

Improved efficiency in the export and import 
processes due to decrease in the number of 
systems interactions.

Improved revenue from seed certification and 
plant variety protection activities.

At least 15 percent reduction in the costs re-

lated to transactions, that is, direct (statutory 
costs) and indirect (borne by the trader) costs.

Seed certification facilitates the supply of high 
quality seed to farmers; seeds that are true to 
identity, high in purity and germination ca-
pacity and free from pests and diseases. This 
is achieved through field inspections of seed 
crops during active growth stage, processing 
inspection, sampling and testing at KEPHIS lab-
oratories.

Certified seed must meet the minimum quality 
standards as stipulated in the Seeds and Plant 
Varieties Act (Cap 326 of the Laws of Kenya).

All seed companies must be registered with 
KEPHIS. The companies are required to appoint 
agents and stockists with the knowledge, abili-
ty and facilities to maintain quality and viability 
of seeds supplied for sale.

KEPHIS’ automation of the seed certification 
and plant variety protection processes is part of 
its long-term ICT strategy.

The other automated processes are the Elec-
tronic Certification System (ECS) and the Import 
Certification System (ICS), used for export and 
import of plants and plant materials respective-
ly.

KEPHIS is also at the advanced stages of devel-
oping the E-Phyto, which enables the electron-
ic transmission of the phytosanitary certificates 
(also known as plant passports), used to export 
plants and plant material. It reduces fraud, 
forgeries and delays in clearance at destination 
markets.

The E-Phyto has been adopted at the global 
level for safe trade facilitation, and Kenya was 
among the eight countries worldwide to adopt 
the system. In this way, KEPHIS has facilitated 
business and promoted plant trade for Kenya.

Kenya Joins South Africa And Zambia 
In Digitising Seed Certification And 
Plant Variety Protection

KEPHIS’ automation of the seed certification and plant variety 
protection processes is part of its long-term ICT strategy.
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What’s more rewarding than watch-
ing the birdfeeder in your backyard 
or even attracting a handsome lit-
tle hummingbird with sugar-wa-

ter nectar? (Not going to lie, both of those are 
pretty rewarding…) Reaping the seeds that you 
sow yourself. Yes, I’m talking about gardening.

In my personal experience, there are two types 
of people: People who garden and people who 
are convinced they can’t garden. But really, 
you can start learning at any time. It may seem 
difficult — after all, you’re growing things, like 
from scratch, out of the dirt! — but with a little 
bit of TLC, you can do it. Whether you choose 
the lazy gardener’s route, grow your own veg-
gie garden in upcycled bottles, or stick to the 
old-fashioned way of gardening, you can totally 
prepare a vegetable garden — one that grows 
and even thrives.

Ready to get started on preparing your vegeta-
ble garden? Keep reading!

Are vegetable gardens worth it?

Can you believe this is one of the top ques-
tions people ask about vegetable gardens? “Is 
it worth it?” Here’s our answer: Plant your own 
seeds, water your seedlings every day, transfer 
them to a greenhouse, pick your veggies, use 
them to cook dinner, and tell us: Was it worth it?

Consider this: During the coronavirus pandem-
ic, gardening has seen a dramatic spike. A trend 
has even started of people calling the gardens 
they’ve started during the COVID-19 outbreak 
their “COVID Victory Gardens.” And for good 
reason! Actually, reasons — plural. First of all, 
the COVID outbreak resulted in many grocery 
stores receiving limited resources and with a 
garden, you can simply make your own food 
resource and grow your own. Secondly, the act 
of gardening is therapeutic.

In fact, it’s backed by science. According to 
CNN, being in nature in any capacity — wheth-
er it’s taking a walk in a park, a hike through the 
woods, or even just living near nature — can 
calm intensified states of mind and slow down 
blood pressure, stress hormones, and your 
heart rate. But the same article points out that 
gardening specifically offers something even 
deeper, which is why it’s often referred to as 
“horticultural therapy.”

It makes sense, right? Just as taking care of a pet 
can inspire feelings of value and purpose, act-
ing as a caretaker to plants can improve mood, 
quicken recovery time for patients receiving 
medical care, and can reduce stress.

All of that on top of your freshly grown vegeta-
bles! So, is making a vegetable garden “worth” 
it? You weigh the benefits!

How to prepare a vegetable garden bed:

While some people might think you can just 

skip right to buying the seeds, there is actually 
a bit of preparation that goes into getting a gar-
den bed ready for vegetable planting. The most 
important part of prepping your vegetable gar-
den bed is getting the soil ready.

You will need to start with a high-quality soil. 
Believe it or not, not all soil (or dirt) is created 
equally, especially when it comes to gardening. 
In order to grow, vegetables need to be planted 
in high-quality soil that is going to give them 
the nutrients they need to thrive. For this rea-
son, skip the topsoil — it’s some of the most 
cheaply priced and cheaply made soil. Instead, 
find a soil that has a lot of organic matter and 
nutrients. If possible, opt for organic soil.

If you have an existing garden plot, you are 
probably ready to prep your soil. Don’t have a 
designated garden yet? Skip down to the next 
section for tips on starting your vegetable gar-
den from scratch.

Prep your soil by removing all grass and weeds. 
When you pull weeds and grasses, make sure 
to get them by the root, or else they will just 
grow back again. Next, add edging to your gar-
den as a boundary; it prevents weed and grass 
from getting in and as long as it’s wedged into 
the ground well, keeps weeds and grass from 
growing underneath it, too. Edging could be 
anything from a black plastic bumper to bricks 
or concrete bricks. Next, you want to build 
the best garden soil possible. This starts with 
a great base: in other words, hopefully a high 
quality soil. But high quality soil on its own isn’t 
enough. You’ll also need to add organic soil 
amendments. If you have clay soil, you’ll want 
to add compost — a natural fertilizer com-
posed of decaying organic matter. If you have a 
lower quality soil, you might need to add even 
more compost. Compost is a fertilizer, but you 
might also want to opt for adding a second lay-
er of fertilizer, an organic fertilizer specifically 
designed to treat vegetable gardens. Plant food 
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Learn How To Best Prepare 
A Vegetable Garden
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and organic worm castings work well, too.

Thought we were done? Not quite! Tilling the 
soil is totally optional, but it might be a step you 
want to consider. Tilling is a type of agricultural 
preparation that ultimately cultivates the soil, 
as in, it mixes the soil amendments you added 
in the last step with the garden soil that was al-
ready present and breaks things up, making it 
easier for roots to grow deep in the soil.

The last step is adding a layer of mulch. (There’s 
a reason every garden in your neighborhood 
reeks every spring; people are prepping their 
gardens for the warmer weather!) Compost and 
other organic soil amendments really should 
not take the place of mulch; mulch fights off 
weeds and retains the perfect amount of mois-
ture in the soil. With mulch, you’ll find yourself 
watering your garden less and your plants 
growing bigger and stronger over time.

With all that preparation completed, your gar-
den is now ready for planting seeds.

How to prepare a vegetable garden 
from scratch:

If you need to plan your garden plot, start by 
mapping your garden out on paper. You’ll want 
to take care to account for how much space and 
materials you will need.

When mapping out your vegetable garden, 
plan to group alike vegetation together: green 
vegetables in one area, herbs in another, root 
vegetables in another. Often, the same kinds of 
plants require the same kind of care. If one root 
vegetable requires X amount of sunlight and X 
amount of watering, it’s a safe bet that another 

root vegetable requires that, too. Speaking of 
sunlight, that’s something to consider when 
choosing the location of your vegetable gar-
den. According to SF Gate, veggie gardens in 
the Northern Hemisphere should face south for 
the most sun exposure throughout the day. If 
that’s not possible, face your garden toward the 
west.

You might also want to use raised beds. Raised 
beds make it easier to group like-minded veg-
etation, as with raised beds, you can designate 
specific types of seeds to each distinguished 
bed. Bonus? Raised beds typically have better 
drainage.

Also consider adding trellises to your vegeta-
ble garden. Trellises are not only aesthetically 
pleasing, but they serve an important function 
when nearby growing vegetables. Veggies such 
as cucumbers, peas, pole beans, squash, sweet 
potatoes, and tomatoes are what’s considered 
“vining” veggies, meaning that their vines will 
grow up the trellis, causing the veggies them-
selves to climb up the trellis on the vine.

Now that your vegetable garden beds are all 
set, refer back to the previous section for prepa-
ration of soil.

Can vegetable gardens grow in 
shade?

It’s a tricky question. While, yes, some vegeta-
bles tend to thrive in shade — particularly veg-
etables with big leaves and roots — a vegeta-
ble garden really should face southward (in the 
Northern Hemisphere, SFGate reports). Facing 
your vegetable garden southward ensures that 
your veggies receive the most exposure to sun-

light throughout the day, but if facing south is 
not an option, you can face it toward the west.

Whatever you do, avoid facing your vegetable 
garden toward the north. When facing north, 
your vegetable garden will receive the least 
amount of sunlight of all the directions. While 
the shade might help some vegetables — like 
cabbage, lettuce, spinach, beets, leeks, pota-
toes, and turnips — grow, overall, a vegetable 
garden needs a decent amount of sunlight.

Can vegetable gardens be grown in 
pots?

If the whole outdoor-garden-plot thing isn’t for 
you, many vegetables can be grown in pots. 
Luckily, vegetables aren’t too picky about the 
containers they grow in. (You can even grow 
veggies in upcycled wine bottles for the world’s 
smallest garden!)

While it’s probably best to avoid containers 
made of terracotta (the material itself retains 
water) and treated wood (the chemicals could 
leach into the plants’ roots) according to Better 
Homes and Garden, the main requirement for 
picking containers for your vegetable garden is 
that they’re big enough. Once you have a large 
enough pot, you’re good to start planting.

Are worms good for vegetable gar-
dens? 

Earthworms can be very beneficial for vegeta-
ble gardens, according to SF Gate. The presence 
of worms in your veggie garden could increase 
air flow for the soil, increase nutrients, and pro-
mote the growth of “good” bacteria. (Yes, there’s 
such a thing as good bacteria in a garden!).

Learn How To Best Prepare A Vegetable Garden
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By Gabrielle Whitney

Introduction

The ocean is by far one of the most important 
that we have here on earth. These massive 
expanses of water cover a whopping 71% of 
the earth. They contain some key species and 
ecosystems that keep our planet going. Every 
creature and thing on earth relies on the ocean 
to survive.

Sadly, the ocean is in danger as a result of 
things such as climate change, over fishing and 
pollution. It may seem daunting, but one ac-
tion, one person has the power to make small 
steps towards changing the world and saving 
our ocean. As long as we all do our part for 
ocean sustainability, we will be on our way to a 
healthier ocean and planet.

Here are some of the key things that you need 
to know about ocean sustainability and how 
you can help.

There are so many reasons why the ocean is 
important to our day to day lives. Just to begin 
with, the ocean actually creates over half of the 
world’s oxygen. This oxygen is created by a little 
plant called phytoplankton. This little plankton 
behaves in a similar manner to our trees. It ab-
sorbs the carbon dioxide, and then it releases 
oxygen. These little creatures are some of the 
smallest marine life on the planet, but they are 
so very vital to keeping us alive.

Furthermore, the ocean covers a large part of 
the earth’s surface. This means that it’s vital for 
regulating the climate, as the ocean is what 

moves the heat from the equator into the poles. 
This has a huge impact on our weather and cli-
mate in general. Without our ocean to help reg-
ulate the temperature, certain areas are suscep-
tible to experiencing extreme weather, and this 
means that there will be some areas that simply 
are not habitable. The ocean is also able to reg-
ulate droughts and rain.

The ocean is home to many different creatures, 
and in fact, a lot of different creatures depend 
on the ocean. We don’t even know about all of 
them yet, that’s how vast the ocean is! Every 
single creature in the ocean plays a big role in 
the ecosystem.

The ocean is also a huge food source for hu-
man beings and other animals alike. In fact, 
the ocean is one of the main sources of protein 
on the planet, accounting for around 15.7% of 
the animal protein that people eat around the 
world. Not only that, but the ocean is also re-
sponsible for algae and sea planets, which are 
often used for cooking things such as sushi, 
dulse and sea grapes.

In a slightly less dire situation, we also simply 
enjoy the ocean. To begin with, the ocean is 
close to many of the best holiday destinations. 
When we are by the ocean, we can swim, sail, 
surf or simply just relax next to the sparkling 
ocean. Things like cruises also couldn’t happen 
without having the ocean! Hanging out by the 
ocean is a great way to connect with other peo-
ple outside of the emphasis on technology.

Another thing that you may not know is that 
the ocean actually has many therapeutic prop-
erties. Certain medications come from under-

water originally. Seeing, smelling or feeling wa-
ter often makes us happier and more peaceful. 
Being near the ocean has actually been proven 
to directly affect our moods.

Finally, the ocean is responsible for a lot of jobs. 
In fact, many careers are related to activities in 
the sea. The sea is responsible for jobs such as 
sailors, fishermen, biotechnology, shipbuilding 
and repair, offshore gas and oil and transport in 
general.

How Does Our Daily Life Impact Ocean Con-
servation?

The planet is comprised of over 7 billion people, 
so it’s only natural that we have a large impact 
on the ocean. We are having a lot of positive 
impacts on the ocean, but unfortunately a lot 
of negative ones too. Our constant burning of 
fossil fuels can result in ocean acidification.

In addition to this, the ice in the sea has been 
melting at a more consistent rate over the 
years that have gone past as a result of climate 
change. This is great for humans because it 
means that boats can travel through the arctic 
more easily, but it’s not great for the animals 
and in the ocean. No sea ice is damaging for 
certain arctic animals such as polar bears and 
the walrus.

The increased amount of boats also means that 
there’s a higher risk of noise pollution. This can 
interrupt communication between animals, 
and can cause physical damage to their hear-
ing. This is actually pretty dangerous, though it 
may not initially seem like a huge deal.

The Eco Friendly Ocean Guide: 
Ways To Sustain Oceans And Sealife
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Furthermore, greenhouse gas emissions can 
increase how acidic the ocean water is, which 
can impact on the growth of certain plants and 
animal species in the water.

Another key problem comes down to overfish-
ing of species. Some fisheries choose to gather 
marine life for food in very drastic ways, includ-
ing mass scale fishing operations. As a result of 
this, some larger fish species have reduced in 
population over the years, and this can inter-
rupt ocean food chains. As you may imagine, 
this causes havoc in marine ecosystems.

Ocean pollution can have a huge impact on 
marine life too. Things like trash can kill many 
marine creatures, and oil spills can be toxic to 
fish and other marine species. This has wiped 
out massive amounts of fish through the ages.

How Ocean Conservation and Sustainable Liv-
ing Are Linked

By changing our habits and how we behave, 
we can have a big impact on our planet. Ocean 
Conservation is all about protecting our oceans 
from any further damage and helping to keep 
them healthy. Living sustainably means that 
you aren’t using unnecessary resources, or 

making more environmentally friendly choices 
where you are able to. This can come down to 
choosing products that use recyclable packag-
ing, for example, rather than plastic. It could be 
reducing your food waste, or it could be taking 
the bus or train instead of driving to reduce the 
number of fossil fuels used.

Sustainable living, then, is closely linked to 
conserving the ocean. As we’ve already dis-
cussed, things like using fossil fuels can have a 
bit impact on the climate and as a result, on the 
ocean. By living in a considerate way on land, 
we protect our fellow creatures that live in the 
sea, we preserve the ocean resources so that 
they can be enjoyed and experienced for many 
years to come.

Ocean Conservation is, in a way, an extension 
of this. Ocean conservation could be making 
sure that you check the label on your sea items 
to check that they have come from sustainable 
fishing. You could do small things like volun-
teering to help with a beach cleanup – the pos-
sibilities are truly endless.

Eco Friendly Habits that Prevent Ocean Deg-
radation

It’s possible to make the ocean a happier place 
if we all work on creating more eco friendly 
habits. Even changing just some of your habits 
can help to preserve the ocean in the future. 
Of course, there are a lot of things that you can 
do to help to save the ocean from degradation. 
Here are a few of the things that you can do to 
live more sustainably and protect our planet.

Reduce Your Carbon Footprint

Reducing your carbon footprint is a great way 
to help to save our oceans. You can do it in a 
number of different ways, too. To start with, 
you’ve probably heard all about the 3 R’s before, 
but if not – we’re here to remind you! Making 
sure that you reduce, reuse and recycle can help 
to manage waste in a sustainable way. Actually 
though, there are 5 R’s that you should remem-
ber, with the final two components being re-
fuse and rot.

When we say refuse, what we mean is that you 
should stay away from any single use plastic, 
or any paper products. This means opting for 
products that have reusable packaging. This 
means that there are less things to go to landfill, 
which ultimately means less waste.

The Eco Friendly Ocean Guide: 
Ways To Sustain Oceans And Sealife
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Reduce essentially means to buy less of what 
you were originally planning to purchase. This 
requires some awareness of the things that you 
actually need and are going to use, rather than 
just buying things in bulk that you aren’t going 
to use.

When it comes to reusing, things can get a little 
more fun. When you are reusing an item, you’re 
trying to find a way to avoid throwing an item 
away and giving it another use. For example, 
you could reuse a plastic bottle as a vase – you 
could even decorate it (with sustainable things, 
of course!). Why get rid of that slightly worn 
down TV cabinet when instead you could up-
cycle it to make it look brand new? This is pretty 
handy for people that are trying to save mon-
ey too, as all you need is a new lick of paint to 
make things look fresh and new in an instant.

The next component is rot. To enact this part, 
you could invest in a compost system where 
you can put any scraps of food, or you could 
also try to find a food scrap drop off center near 
to you.

Finally, recycle! If you have no way of refusing, 
reducing or reusing an item, then make sure 
that you recycle the item properly into the ap-

propriate recycling bin. You may need to do 
some research on your state’s recycling laws.

You can also use more sustainable travel op-
tions, such as cycling to or walking to work in-
stead of getting the car. This can also help you 
to stay active. If you are unable to cycle to work, 
try taking public transportation instead.

You should also make sure that you manage 
your utilities in a sustainable way, such as turn-
ing off any appliances when you aren’t using 
them, using lower thermostat settings and us-
ing sustainable fluorescent lightbulbs in your 
home. You could also change the way that you 
consume energy, for example using green ener-
gy such as solar and wind instead.

Sustainable Water Use

Water is precious, and you should try to avoid 
using more of it than you actually need! Not 
only that, but you should save a few dollars 
every year because you aren’t using as much 
water. Conserving the water we get from the 
ocean is as simple as a few small habits.

To begin with, make sure that you turn off 
your tap whenever you aren’t using it. There’s 

no need to keep the water running when you 
are doing things such as shaving or brushing 
your teeth. In fact, keeping the water running 
for tasks such as these can waste around 4 to 
5 gallons of water on average. Instead of doing 
this, maybe you can just plug the sink when you 
are shaving and remember to turn the water off 
until you are ready to have a wash.

You should make sure that you are sensibly 
using your water in general. For example, soak 
your dishes in the warm water rather than just 
scraping them off under running water. When 
you are using your dishwasher or doing the 
laundry, only do so when the machines are 
full. There’s no need to use these items if the 
machine is only half full. Besides, you will also 
get better value for money! You can also try to 
spend a little less time in the shower, or fill the 
bath up to half way instead of completely full.

When you’re out in your garden, try to make 
sure that your sprinklers and hose are watering 
the actual lawn, rather than your house or the 
sidewalk to make sure you’re getting the best 
use out of it. You may also wish to use more en-
ergy efficient devices that help you to save wa-
ters. For example, a low flow shower head if you 
like to partake in a long shower. You may also 
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wish to get a low flush toilet which users less 
water in a flush but they still work just as well.

Limit Your Use of Single Use Plastic

Reducing the amount of single use plastics that 
you use from your life is a great way to start 
living a more sustainable life. The ocean is full 
of plastic, and it’s a real problem. Thousands 
of animals die every year because of discarded 
plastic, whether that’s because they have in-
gested the plastics or because they have gotten 
tangled up in them.

One simple thing that you can do is switch from 
single use plastic bags to reusable plastic bags. 
You can find sandwich bags that have zip locks, 
and you can simply wash them and reuse them 
again and again. This is ideal for use in a sack 
lunch or for work.

Instead of getting a bottle of water in a plastic 
container from the vending machine, you can 
save the planet and your wallet by simply in-
vesting in a reusable water bottle. In fact, there 
are many of great options on the market that 
can keep your drinks cool or hot. You could 
probably keep one out in the sun for hours and 
your drink will still be ice cool.

Speaking of drinks, stay away from those plastic 
straws when sipping on that ice cool lemon-
ade! If you’re a big fan of straws, there are some 
fantastic glass straws, or straws made out of 
stainless steel that you can reuse. A lot of food 
places will also use things such as plastic cut-
lery and containers for takeaways, so if possible 
you should try to bring your own cutlery if you 
know you will be eating out somewhere tand 
they don’t have sustainable materials for their 
cutlery.

Instead of grabbing a plastic bag from your 
local grocery store, you can instead bring your 
own bag. Many stores will have large bags that 
you can use to carry your groceries in that you 
are able to reuse wherever you want to, both 
inside of the store and in other places too. Pri-
marily, you should avoid using the plastic bags 
if you are able to.

Buy Ocean Friendly Products

When you’re buying a product, always take a 
moment to check whether that product has 
been designed to be ocean friendly. Some 
products may contain harmful ingredients that 
are not good for marine life or the ocean eco 
system, such as certain sunscreens.

Things such as microplastics from various items 
such as body wash, clothes and toothpaste can 
make their way into the ocean through your 
wastewater. Sadly it simply isn’t possible to 
recover them becaus they are small, so check 
whether these items contain microplastics.

Pay attention to the different ingredients in-
cluded in a product. Any company can adver-
tise that their product is marine or eco friendly, 
but looking further into the ingredients they 
use may tell a different story. Check to see if the 
product has any certain certifications or labels 
that will tell you whether it’s marine friendly.

Some ingredients in things such as luxury 
products are made out of species such as tor-
toiseshell or coral that are in danger of extinc-
tion, so it’s important to be extra vigilant when 
shopping. Avoid any cosmetics that may con-
tain shark squalene, souvenir conch shells, and 

nautiluses and other animals. Stay away from 
any hair accessories made out of tortoishells or 
cosmetics that contain traces of teeth and fins.

One thing that you should stay away from in 
particular is products that contain microbeads. 
These things can negatively affect many marine 
creatures. You can stay away from any products 
containing polythelene or polypropylene on 
the labels as these usually contain microbeads.

Keep the Coral Reef in Mind

Whether you live close to the sea or not, you 
have a responsibility to take care of our coral 
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reefs. Taking care of the coral reefs doesn’t have 
to be difficult!

Make sure that when you are visiting coral 
reefs that you are responsible and safe when 
you are snorkeling and diving. Ensure that you 
don’t touch any reefs when you are diving, and 
make sure that you don’t anchor your boat on 
the reef. By contacting the reef you may end 
up damaging the coral animals, and an anchor 
may kill them. If you are able to, park your boat 
using a sandy bottom or use moorings if you 
are able to.

You should also try to use a reef friendly sun-
screen. There are some ingredients in sunscreen 
that can harm corals, so make sure that you 
educate yourself on the safer choices for cor-
al. Avoid sunscreens that use oxybenzone and 
octinoxate as their main ingredients, as they 
can be toxic to corals. Try to instead opt for sun-
screens with non-nano zinc oxide as the active 
ingredient.

You can also make sure that when you are tak-
ing care of your lawn that you choose to use 
green products for pesticides and fertilizers 
that aren’t going to harm the marine life and 
coral reefs.

Consider Your Travel Methods

When you are next planning on traveling, make 
sure that you book through a travel company 
that is committed to protecting the wildlife of 
the ocean, and make sure that they employ 
guides that know all of the best practices and 
rules to keep our planet safe. Make sure that 
when you are traveling you are also respectful 
of the marine life and environment.

Be a Responsible Pet Owner

You may not realize it, but your actions as a pet 
owner can have a huge impact on the ocean. 
For instance, cat litter can be rather harmful to 
the life under the ocean. As a result of this, it’s 
important that you don’t just flush it down the 
toilet, because it can get into the ocean with 

the rest of your wastewater.

In addition to this, when you are trying to buy 
pet food, have a look at the labels to make sure 
that the ingredients are safe for the environ-
ment.

It extends from just furry pets too! If you have 
a fish tank in your home, make sure that you 
don’t buy any wild caught saltwater fish. It’s also 
important that you don’t release a fish that isn’t 
native to the area into the ocean. It can mess 
with the marine eco system in that area.

Things You Can Do to Help Ocean Conserva-
tion

In addition to changing our actions in every day 
life, there are also things that we can do to di-
rectly help to save the ocean.

Sustainable Consumption of Sea Life

Understanding how to consume sea life in a 
sustainable way is the first step to making sure 
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that we protect the creatures out in the ocean. 
That often starts with sustainable fishing and 
selecting products from fishermen that practice 
sustainable fishing.

So, what is sustainable fishing? Sustainable 
fishing is designed to ensure that there will be 
plenty of ocean wildlife still remaining in the 
future. Sustainable fishing has a number of ad-
vantages. The most obvious advantage is that 
sustainable fishing helps to protect marine life 
by preventing over fishing. Sustainable fishing 
has particular methods to ensure that no ani-
mals are harmed, and there is no waste with it 
either. It also creates less waste.

Sustainable fishing consists of essentially ask-
ing yourself a number of questions when fish-
ing to make sure that no marine life is harmed 
in the long term. If you are going fishing, clarify 
whether there are actually enough fish left in 
that ocean area. It’s important that the fish in 
the area are not taken in abundance to ensure 
that the fish population remains healthy.

Choosing the correct fishing method is also im-
portant too. There are a number of sustainable 
fishing practices. For example, hook and lining, 
where you catch a fish on a pole, is a sustainable 
practice as it means that fishermen are able to 

release bycatch quickly, creating less waste. 
Other methods include harpooning, trolling, 
traps, purse seining and longlining.

When fishing, you should make sure that you 
use tackle without lead as lead can cause some 
health issues for the wildlife if it gets swallowed. 
In fact, it can also kill certain birds. You should 
also practice catch and release fishing if you 
are able to. When you are fishing, also make 
sure that you are using all of what you catch. If 
you eat what you end up catching, you can turn 
some of the remaining parts that are not edible 
into compost to keep your lawn fed.

Safe Fish List

When you are buying seafood products, you 
should also make sure that any fish are on the 
Safe Fish List. There are thousands of fish that 
are safe and sustainable to eat. In order to 
find out if it’s on the safe fish list, look out for a 
MCS or MSC label which will tell you as much. 
Some examples of fish on the safe fish list in-
clude tuna, cod, haddock, prawns and macker-
el. Some fish to avoid are Peruvian anchovies, 
Bream and cockles.

Dispose of Litter Near Beaches

The more people that go to the beach, the 
more potential litter there will be. This means 
that trash can take up the beach and make its 
way into our precious oceans. This can be easi-
ly avoided by simply picking up your litter and 
putting it into a trash can instead of onto the 
floor. It takes very little time to do and it’s cer-
tainly worth a couple of minutes of your time 
at most.

If you can, you should also try to encourage 
friends and family members to follow in your 
footsteps to ensure that no litter gets into the 
ocean. In fact, if they see you putting your littler 
in the trash can they may be more likely to do 
the same, reducing the amount of litter clutter-
ing up our ocean.

If possible, make sure that you also recycle any 
litter that you have. Try to clean up any litter 
that you see too, as that can make a massive 
difference. You’ll often find that if other people 
see you trying to make a difference that they 
will too. It could even be a good bonding ex-
perience!

In addition to all of these things, it’s also im-
portant to make sure that if you smoke you are 
disposing of your cigarette butts correctly. You 
may not think this to be the case, but cigarettes 
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are harmful to the ocean. Cigarette filters con-
tain thousands of little chemical ingredients. 
These ingredients are very harmful to marine 
and freshwater fish. By correctly disposing of 
your cigarette instead of throwing it on the 
floor, you are helping to save the ocean.

Join a Beach Clean Up

Sometimes people just don’t remember to put 
their trash away, or are simply too lazy. To rec-
tify this issue, there is a way to do your part to 
save the ocean while also bonding with others. 
Participating in a beach or a river cleanup can 
be hugely beneficial to making sure that our 
oceans are kept nice and clean. You may wish 
to just go to a beach and collect the waste on 
your own or with your loved ones. Otherwise, 
you may also wish to support an organization 
with its cleanup. There are some massive clean-
up events out there that are definitely worth 
supporting.

So, what happens in a beach cleanup and what 
do you need to know? Well, to start with, it’s 
definitely worth investing in a decent pair of 
gardening gloves. These will help to make sure 
that your hands don’t get too dirty. The orga-
nizer may provide you with these but you may 
feel more comfortable with a pair of your own. 
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You may also wish to bring a bag with you, con-
taining waterproof clothing, drinks, snacks and 
some reef safe sun lotion. Be prepared for it to 
take some time, though they generally last be-
tween one to two hours.

When you are at the cleanup, there are also 
some guidelines to consider. First of all, make 
sure that you keep an eye on the tide. If it’s an 
event set up by an organization the tide will 
likely have been checked anyway, but if you’ve 
arranged it yourself then this is something you 
will need to monitor. Be careful when walking, 
especially on slippery rocks or muddy areas. Be 
wary of any glass, needles or syringes you may 
encounter. You should also make sure that you 
bring a first aid kit with you in case of any ac-
cidents, at least if you are organizing the event 
yourself.

If you enjoy going diving, you can also help to 
get rid of any waste that’s under the ocean’s sur-
face. You could even arrange a group meetup 
to do this.

Take Measures to Prevent Oil Spills

If you are driving your own boat or know a 
friend or family member that is, you should also 
make sure that you take measures to prevent 
any oil spills. Oil spillages usually tend to hap-
pen during refueling and bilge discharge.

Proper maintenance of your watercraft is essen-
tial for ensuring that you prevent oil spills. Make 
sure that you tighten any bolts on the engine 
in order to stop oil leaks, as bolts can some-
times shake loose when the engine is running. 
Also make sure that you replace any damaged 
hydraulic lines and fittings before they get to a 
point where they fail. Sometimes lines can dis-
integrate gradually from exposure to the sun 
and heat, so it’s important to make sure that 
you check on them on a regular basis.

In addition to this, make sure that you get a drip 
pan or an oil tray for your engine. Something 
simple will suffice for this, such as a paint tray.

When you are fueling up, try to avoid any over-
flows when you are refueling. You can do this 
by having an awareness of your tank’s capacity, 
and make sure that you have enough room to 
expand on the fuel. You should also make sure 
that you turn your bilge pump off when you are 
fueling your vessel, then turn it back on once 
you are finished. To catch any drips, use some-
thing absorbent.

If you do end up spilling some oil, make sure 
that you manage any spills in the correct man-
ner. You should try to contain them and then 
clean them up using some absorbent pads. 
You should let your coastguard know about it 
in addition to your state spill response office. 
You need to let the fuel dock staff know that it 
has happened too so that it can be dealt with 
appropriately.

Support Marine Conservation Organizations

Spreading the word about the great organiza-
tions dedicated to changing the future of our 
oceans can be a great way to help out. Simply 
speaking out can be enough, whether this is 
over social media or in an event. You should 

tell your friends and family about your favorite 
organizations. Redirect people to documenta-
ries or information produced by these organi-
zations.

Many of these organizations rely on the dona-
tions of environmentally conscious individuals 
like you in order to keep them running. Even 
a tiny donation can make a big difference, es-
pecially if thousands of people just like you are 
making donations. Charity fundraisers and oth-
er events can also be very helpful.

Brush Up on Your Ocean Knowledge

Knowledge is power, and that’s certainly the 
case when it comes to conserving the ocean. 
The more information that you know about the 
ocean the more change you will be able to in-
cite. We live in an age of information, so there 
are a bunch of different ways that you can ed-
ucate yourself on marine life and the ocean. 
You can check out documentaries and wildlife 
conservation websites, books, art exhibits, mu-
seums and so much more. If you teach, there 
are also resources online to help you to spread 
the word to your students or anyone else that’s 
interested in knowing more about the ocean.

Some other things that you can do to help in-
clude volunteering to teach people about ma-
rine conservation. There are plenty of courses 
out there to teach you more about it. In fact, 
you may even wish to pursue a career in the 
field. Even just raising awareness can make a 
massive difference in changing the world for 
the better.

We still don’t know everything there is to know 
about the ocean, so it’s important that our 
ocean is alive and healthy so that we can learn 
more about it.

Summary

As people that live on and enjoy the earth’s 
wonders, we have a duty to protect it. Not only 
for ourselves today, but also for future genera-
tions, and for the other creatures that surround 
us. It may seem like such a huge feat to make a 
difference, but it doesn’t have to be rocket sci-
ence. As we’ve already covered, the ocean is re-
sponsible for such a large part of our day to day 
lives, it’s imperative that we protect it.

You can start by taking small actions, like 
changing the way that you use your utilities, 
using fewer single use plastics where you are 
able to, and generally using less of the already 
limited resources.

On a larger, more direct scale, you can also help 
with direct ocean saving efforts. This can be by 
doing things such as buying sea products that 
have been sustainably sourced, avoiding any 
endangered species, organizing a beach clean-
up or simply just supporting an ocean saving 
organization.

With the right knowledge and a large joint ef-
fort, we are all capable of making our planet a 
better place for tomorrow. One habit or action 
truly can make all the difference.
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Algeria
Compagnie Algerienne de 

Services
et d’Equipements Agricole

5 Rue Kanoun Idir Koubla Alger
Tel: +213 2177 

4316/233969/774299
Fax: +213 2177 4316

E-mail: casealgerie07@yahoo.fr

IBC
Lotissement A Villa Nº20

Baba Hassen Alger, 16081
Tel: +213 21 300208
Fax: +213 21 308366

Web: www.ibc-algerie.com
E-mail: sbelhocine@ibc-algerie.

com

MAG
Z.I. Ouled Yaich Blida, Blida

Tel: +213 2 5438051
E-mail: f.soltani@yahoo.fr

SARL Agro Industrie
Zone Industrielle

Desserte N. 03 Chetouane
Tel: +213 43 276050
Fax: +213 43 274344

Web: www.groupekherbouche.
com

E-mail: info@groupekherbouche.
com

SARL Mecafa Algerie
01 A Jardin Public Centre

Rouiba Alger 16012
Tel: +213 218 51678
Fax: +213 218 56641

E-mail: mec_alg@hotmail.fr

SARL SANG & SEVE
Lot 212 No. 183

Ain Smara Constantine 25140
Tel: +213 31 974010/974000

Fax: +213 31 974474
E-mail: sang.seve@yahoo.fr

Angola
Agrozootec Lda

Rua Amilcar Cabral 107 R/C 
Ingombota

Luanda
Tel: +244 92 8954831/ 

933054141
E-mail: jose.alexandre.silva@

argozootec-lda.com
jose.possidonio@argozootec-lda.

com

C. Woermann GmbH and Co.
Caixa Postal 3419
Bairro Petrangol

Estrada de Cacuaco km 4.5
Luanda, D-20457

Tel: +244 22 7270185
Web: www.c-woermann.de/pt/

angola
E-mail: info@woermann-angola.

com

Centrocar SA
Luanda, Bom Jesus

Estrada Viana - Catete, km 40 
Bengo

Tel: +244 914043166
Fax: +244 22 749929

Web: www.centrocar.com/ao/
E-mail: angola@centrocar.com

Imporáfica - Soc. Com. E Ind. 
Lda.

Rua Alameda Manuel Van-Dunen
Ruq Ho-Chi Min No. 418 R/C

Edificio do Centro Commercial
“Chamavo”, Luanda

Tel: +244 222 311831
Fax: +244 222 310105

E-mail: zayob@imporafrica.com

LonAgro
Lonagro, Rua Rainha Ginga
No 74, 13th Floor, Luanda

Tel: +244 938 489328
E-mail: mario.ferreira@lonagro.

com

Sheba Comercio and Industria
Limitada

Rua Ho Chi Min No. 19 Luanda
Tel: +244 22 2446676
Fax: +244 22 2446672

SUL ENGENHARIA
Rua Rainha Ginga

74 - 13º andar Luanda
Tel: +244 222 372029/36

Fax: +244 222 332340
Website: www.sul-engenharia.

com
Email: info@sul-engenharia.com

Benin
Alvan Blanch Nigeria

PO Box 8348
52b Akhionbare Avenue

Benin City
Tel: +234 80 35860631
Fax: +234 52 258846

Web: www.alvanblanch.co.uk
E-mail: nathilolo@alvanblanch.

net

Camin Auto
PK4 Akpakpa Zone Industrielle

Route de Porto-Novo
PO Box 2636 RP

Cotonou
Tel: +229 331256/5
Fax: +229 331255

E-mail: camin@isocelmail.com

Botswana
Eqstra Agri

11, Gross Street
Tunney Industrial Estate

Elandsfontein
Johannesburg, 1600
Tel: +27 11 5528760

Web: http://www.eiegroup.co.za/
agriequipment/

Humulani Marketing (Pty) Ltd.
Kempton Park, Isando

Botswana, 1600
Tel: +27 56 5150607
Fax: +27 56 5150634

Techno Feeds
Kgomokasitwa Road
West I/ Est Gaborone

Tel: +267 31 67238/71848141
E-mail: rihan@technofeeds.co.bw

The Equipment Centre
Plot 20633, Block 3, Broadhurst

Gaborone
Tel: +267 3500939

E-mail: theequipmentcentre@
yahoo.com

Burkina Faso
FASO Plantes SARL

Ouagadougou 06
BP 9379

Tel: +226 70340404/74615805
E-mail: fasoplantes@yahoo.fr

Saphyto SA
PO Box 1390, Bobo Dioulasso

Tel: +226 20972018
Fax: +226 20971375

E-mail: jacques.hommes@arysta.
com

Cameroon
Agribio SARL

En Face Du Chateau
Bonaberi-Bp 2102, Douala

Tel: +37 77 706389
E-mail: socavb1@yahoo.fr

Fimex International
PO Box 3224 Douala

Tel: +237 3 392374/77707074
Fax: +237 3 392375

E-mail: hfosso@
fimexinternational.com

Socada
Boulevard du General Leclerc

PO Box 4080, Douala
Tel: +237 342 6410/99996642

Fax: +237 342 4260
E-mail: jmtouret@cfaogroup.com

Speed Appro (Tuleu)
Douala BP 1923

Tel: +237 33 431874
Web: www.tuleuconsulting.com
E-mail: laurenttrin@gmail.com

Chad
Tchadco

PO Box 197 N’Djamena
Tel: +235 510564
Fax: +235 510388

Congo DR
CFAO Motors RDC

17 Avenue des Poids Lourds
PO Box 2200, Kinshasa
Tel: +243 818840580
Fax: +243 8844779

E-mail: pcessana@cfao.com

Ital Motors SPRL
1388, R.te des Poids Lourds, 

Kinshasa
E-mail: costa.italmotors@gbe-

drc.com
SDI-AG, 

CD, 18 E Rue, Kinshasa
Tel: +33 60 7812566
Web: www.sdiag.net

E-mail: serge.vanham@sdiag.net

Congo 
Republic

Chimie Afrique Congo
PO Box 5521 Pointe Noire

Tel: +242 5370535
E-mail: chimieafriquecongo@

gmail.com

GN Lemai (Tuleu)
B.P. 834, Brazzaville
Tel: +242 81 1823

Web: www.tuleuconsulting.com
E-mail: j.devogelas@
europcar-congo.com

Cote D’Ivoire
ALM Afrique de l’Ouest

01 PO Box 3623
18 rue du Dr. Blanchard, Abidjan 

01
Tel: +225 21 249616
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Fax: +225 21 258818
E-mail: beryemma@almao.ci

Callivoire
01 P.O Box 896

Rue Clément Ader - Zouga, 
Abidjan 01

Tel: +225 21 256567/253625
Fax: +225 21 351282/244329

Web: www.callivoire.com
E-mail: emmanuel.fillion@arysta.

com

CFAO Motors Cote Divoire
Rue Pasteur, PO Box 2114, 

Abidjan 01
Tel: +225 21751111/7659097

Fax: +225 21751110
E-mail: pguinemer@cfao.com

Lassire Industrie (Tuleu)
Tel: +225 7 692424

Web: www.tuleuconsulting.com
E-mail: f.lanes@lassireindustrie.

com

PCM Ensemblier
01 B.P.22, Abidjan 01
Tel: +225 21 266807
Fax: +225 21 263795

Web: www.pcm-ensemblier.com
E-mail: direction@pcm-

ensemblier.com

SEMAT
Rue Marconi, Abidjan
Tel: +225 21 213191
Fax: +225 21 213190

E-mail: info@semat.co.ci

Egypt
Commercial Group Edward Y.

Nekhela & Co.
43, Ibrahim Nawar Street

Zone 6 Nasr City, Cairo, 11391
Tel: +20 2 2710882
Fax: +20 2 2740844

E-mail: comgroup@link.net

El Deyab Agriculture
1, Elshaheed Sayed Zakariah-El

Sheraton Building
Heliopes, Cairo

E-mail: k.sabry@eldeyab.com

General International
47 Ramses Street, Cairo

Tel: +20 2 25751200
E-mail: akady00@yahoo.com

ICS Agri Egypt
Aprt 16, Bldg 12, Area No. 9

Masaken Sheraton, Heliopolis, 
Cairo

Tel: +20 2 22680974
E-mail: fma.ics@gmail.com

New Pharma Egypt
E-mail: newpharmaegypt@

yahoo.com
Starchem for Services

Kilometer 28 Giza
Alexandria Desert Road, Cairo

Tel: +20 2 01005130225
Fax: +20 2 33037880

E-mail: alpasha.omar@yahoo.

com

Ethiopia
Adeb Engeeniring and Trading 

PLC
PO Box 3104

Saris, Behind Adeb Abeba
Nefasilk Lafto Sub-City

Kebele 10, House N. 1551
Addis Ababa

Tel: + 251 11 4426721
Fax: + 251 11 4424871

E-mail: adebeng@ethionet.et

Gedeb Engineering
House Number 2101, Kebel 14

Nifas Silk/Lafto Sub, Addis Ababa
Tel: + 251 114 664261/ 911 

207218
E-mail: ukieew@gmail.com

Hagbes Pvt. Ltd. Co.
PO Box 1044, Addis Ababa

Tel: +251 11 1552233
Fax: +251 11 1551113

E-mail: hagbesatb@ethionet.et

MGK Makonnen
Akaki Kality Subcity

House No. 108, Addis Ababa
Tel: +251 11 4342853
Fax: +251 11 4342929

Ries Engineering Share 
Company

PO Box 1116, Debrezeit Road

Addis Ababa
Tel: +251 11 4420674/4421133
Fax: +251 11 4420667/4425133

E-mail: ries.agr@ethionet.et
yonas.m@riesethiopia.com

b.marceau@nefc.ae

Gabon
APC-AG Gabon (Tuleu)

BP 1018, Z.I. Oloumi, Libreville
Tel: +241 53 15469

Web: www.tuleuconsulting.com
E-mail: steph.robert.apc@gmail.

com

CFAO Motors, Gabon
ZI Oloumi, PO Box 2181, 

Libreville
Tel: +241 761066/5182470

Fax: +241 773627
E-mail: sguyon@cfao.com
jmpeyrichou@cfao.com

GCIAE Gabonaise de Chimie
PO Box 20375

Zone Industrielle Doloumi, 
Libreville

Tel: +241 7 64899/20656
Fax: +241 7 47067

E-mail: gciae@ymail.com

Gambia
Gambia Horticultural Enterprises

16 Mamadi Manjang Highway
Old Jeshwang

Tel: +220 7 785088
E-mail: gamhort@qanet.gm

Safari Motors
Bertil Harding Highway, Kotu

Tel: +220 750 2611
E-mail: sales@

safarimotorsgambia.com

Ghana
AFGRI Ghana

House Number Db6a
Plot P85

Ankwa Doboro
Nsawam Road

Tel: +233 508 939400
Web: www.afgri.co.za

E-mail: gerrie.jordaan@afgri.co.za

Agria Machinery Services & Co. 
Ltd.

No. 5, Royal Castle Road
Kokolemle, Accra

Tel: +233 21 238160
E-mail: agriamachinery@gmail.

com

AHK Ghana
World Trade Centre

Tel: +233 302 6316813
Fax: +233 302 631684

Web: www.ghana.ah k.de
E-mail: info@ghana.ahk.de

Altraco Ltd.
Palmer House

Tudu, Accra
Tel: +233 30 2958815

E-mail: nanagyekum2000@
yahoo.com

C. Woermann GmbH and Co.
PO Box 1779

Nsawam Road
Avenor Junction

Accra
Tel: +233 30 2221777
Fax: +233 30 2230016

Web: www.c-woermann.de/
index.php/en

E-mail: info@woermann-ghana.
com

Callighana Ltd.
PO Box TT 503

Main Harbour Area
Commercial Warehouse Road

Tema
Tel: +233 22 210650
Fax: +233 22 200408

E-mail: patrick.grandcolas@
arysta.com

Mechanical Lloyd Co. Ltd.
No.2 Adjuma Crescent

Ring Road West Ind Area
PO Box 2086, Accra

Tel: +233 21 910885/229312
Fax: +233 21 227366

E-mail: kosei@mechlloyd.com

WIENCO Ghana Ltd.
No.14 Narku Ipan Road

Airport Residencial Area, Accra
Tel: +233 302 772251

Fax: +233 302 772239
Web: www.wienco.com

E-mail: wienco@wienco.com

Guinea
AFCO

Point de Colobane
Dakar, Senegal

Tel: +221 8 321111
Fax: +221 8 321965

Saref International
PO Box 3915, Conakry

Tel: +224 64 202037
Fax: +1 419 8586989

E-mail: sarefinternational@gmail.
com

Kenya
Aqua Valley Services Ltd.

Naivasha
Tel: +254 73 3641682

Brazafric Enterprises Ltd.
Mudher Industrial Park Along

Mombasa Rd.
next to Soham Petrol Station
PO Box 76561, Nairobi, 00508

Tel: +254 20 2107247/54/59/7000
Fax: +254 20 2107263

Web: www.brazafric.com

BRAZAFRIC ENTERPRISES LTD –
Eastern Africa

Mudher Industrial Park, 
Momabasa

Road (next to Soham Petrol 
Station),

Nairóbi, 00100
Tel: +254 20 210247

Website: www.brazafric.com
Email: specialprojects@brazafric.

com

Car & General (Kenya) Ltd.
Dunga Road

Lusaka Road, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 554500

E-mail: loise.wangui@cargen.
com

CMC Holdings Ltd.
Hughes Agricultural Division
Lusaka Road, Industrial Area

PO Box 30060, Nairobi
Tel: +254 20 650315
Fax: +254 20 650331

E-mail: mhf@cmcmotors.com

Farm Engineering Industries 
Ltd.

Mombasa Road, Nairobi
Tel: +254 733 638708

Hardi Kenya Limited
PO Box 47409
Nairobi, 00100

Tel: +254 20 8562098
Fax: +254 20 2384206

E-mail: admin@hardi.co.ke

Sametract Cassini and Tonolo 
Ltd.

PO Box 14325
Bamburi Road

AFRICAN MARKETSDirectory
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Nairobi, 800
Tel: +254 20 6533125

E-mail: info@sametract.com

TATA Africa Holdings Ltd.
PO Box 5774-00200

Tata Africa House
Masai Road, Off Mombasa Road

Nairobi
Tel: +254 722 162399

E-mail: julius.nyagwoka@
tatakenya.com

Valtract - Cassini & Tonolo Ltd.
Bamburi Road, Industrial Area
PO Box 14325, Nairobi, 00800

Tel: +254 20 6533125/6533081/
6537019/6537020/733 60293/

722 204353
Fax: +254 20 551475

E-mail: info@valtract.com

Lesotho
Humulani Marketing (Pty) Ltd.

Kempton Park, Isando, 1600
Tel: +27 56 5150607
Fax: +27 56 5150634

Liberia
RMA Liberia Ltd. (Tuleu)

Corner of Center Street
and U.N. Drive, Monrovia

Tel: +231 880 524974
Web: www.tuleuconsulting.com
E-mail: salesrep2.lb@rmagroup.

net

Libya
Al Fath

Gergaresh Road, Tripoli
Tel: +218 91 3245049/56 09649
Fax: +218 21 4775841/4778292
E-mail: sherif@technofarmlibya.

com,
alfath333@yahoo.com

Tasharukiat Agriculture
Technology Co.

Gergarish Road, Kilo 7, Tripoli
Tel: +218 21 3336724
Fax: +218 21 3330669

Web: www.agritech.com.ly
E-mail: info@agritech.com.ly

Technofarm Int. Ltd.
Tripoli

Tel: +218 92 3782351

Madagascar
Henri Fraise

Henri Fraise Fils & Cie
Route de Hydrocarbures

B.P. 28 Antananarivo
Tel: +261 20 2222721

E-mail: alain.ravahatra@hff.mg

ITA Group
BP 5098, Antananarivo
Tel: +261 20 2224844

E-mail: itagroup@moov.mg

Materiel Automobile Industriel
PO Box 1516
Antananarivo

Tel: +261 202 223339
Fax: +261 202 233729

E-mail: fschaffner@materauto.
com

Malawi
Chemicals & Marketing Co. Ltd.

PO Box 1230, Blantyre
Tel: +265 1 870600/861

Fax: +265 1 871515
E-mail: pkhembo@chemicals.

co.mw

Costantini and Co.
P.O. Box 40, Plot: 4/068

Kenyatta Drive, Lilongwe
Tel: +265 1 753047/ 754136

E-mail: sabelli@costantini.mw

Eqstra Agri
11, Gross Street,

Tunney Industrial Estate, 
Elandsfontein

Johannesburg, 1600
Tel: +27 11 5528760

Web: http://www.eiegroup.co.za/
agriequipment/

E-mail: leonb@sie.co.za

Farming & Engineering 
Services Ltd.

PO Box 918
Kaohsiung Road

Top Mandala, Blantyre
Tel: +265 1845906/1879111

Fax: +265 1645904
E-mail: mmathias@fesmw.com

New City Centre
Unit 6 Yabhana Building, Blantyre

Tel: +92 65 642714
E-mail: nccbt@yabhanagroup.

com

Toppers Hardware & Electrical
Supplies

17 Haile Selassie Road
Blantyre

Tel: +265 1 822981
E-mail: lambatgroup@africa-

online.net

Mali
ICS Agri Mali

Niarela Rue 376
Porte 1667, 2eme Etage

Appt 18 Bamako
Tel: +223 443 89215
Fax: +223 443 89215

E-mail: jmv@ics-agri.com

MPC
B.P. 603, Quinzambougou

1892 Route de SOTUBA
Bamako

Tel: +223 20 213355
Fax: +223 20 213634

E-mail: marc.bertet@arysta.com

Mauritius
Blychem Limited

IBL Group
Industrial Zone

Riche Terre
Tel: +230 2039385

Fax: +230 2039351/52
E-mail: jfclaite@iblgroup.com

Iframac Ltd.
Plaine Lauzun

BP 698, Port Louis
Tel: +230 212 1842/43

Fax: +230 208 5809
E-mail: iframac@intnet.mu

Robert Le Maire Ltd.
Camp Chapelon

Pailes
Tel: +230 2125488
Fax: +230 2125490

E-mail: dw.lagesse.rlm@
rlmgroup.mu

Scomat Ltee
Grewals Lane

Pailles, Ile Maurice
E-mail: bgallet@scomat.com

Smag Ltee
Volcy De Senneville
St. Camp Chapelon

Pailes
Tel: +230 286 6260

E-mail: smag@intnet.mu

Mayotte
Agence Generale de

Representations SARL
19, Av. Charles Isautier, ZI No. 3

St. Pierre Cedex, 97456
Tel: +262 962500
Fax: +262 252564

Morocco
Agri-Art

38, Rue el jadida Hay Ouedd
Temara, 12000

Tel: +212 5 37643061
Fax: +212 5 37643578

E-mail: agriart@agriart.ma

Comicom
Route desserte des usines

autoroute, Casablanca, Rabat
Tel: +212 2 2302211/522764545

Fax: +212 2 2306082
E-mail: n.boukhatem@comicom.

ma
comicom@wanadoo.net.ma

Le Monde du Jardin
Quartier Des Hopitaux

Casablanca
Tel: +212 22 861693

E-mail: mondejardin@yahoo.fr

North Distribution SA
402, Bd. Mohamed V
Appt. No. 9, Kenitra

Tel: +212 537370042
Fax: +212 537371485

E-mail: nordismarco@yahoo.fr

S.O.M.M.A./Auto-Hall
Chemin Ain Borja
Quartier Beausite

Ain Sebaa, Casablanca
Tel: +212 22 344661
Fax: +212 26 63645

E-mail: a.bachir@somma.ma

SOCOPIM
Route d’El Jadida km14

Route nationale 1
Casablanca, 20232

Tel: +212 55 2601060
Fax: +212 22 621588

Web: www.groupe-premium.
com

E-mail: anass.aithoussa@
premium.net.ma

Stokvis Nord Afrique
Lot 1711-Z.I Ouled Salah

Comune Rural Oulet Salah
Bouskoura, Casablanca, BP 2183

Tel: +212 52 2654600
Fax: +212 52 2334573
Web: www.stokvis.ma

E-mail: contact@stokvis.ma

Mozambique
ABC Trading Lda Total

Av Josina Machel 894, Maputo
Tel: +258 21 309279

E-mail: motoserras@teledata.mz

Agrifocus Limitada
Av. 25 de Setembro
Edificio Time Square

Bloco 2
1 Andar, Maputo

Tel: +258 21 303433
Fax: +258 21 303665

E-mail: ricardo.sequeira@
agrifocus.co.mz

Barloworld Equipamentos
Av Romao Fernades

Farinha Nrs 156 E 160, Maputo
E-mail: narokiam@

barloworldequipment.
Com

Centrocar SA
Avenida da Namaancha, nº 730

Matola - Maputo
Matosinhos

Tel: +258 21 720166/7
Fax: +258 21 720166

Web: www.centrocar.com/mz/
E-mail: mocambique@centrocar.

com

Sotema Lda
Av de Mocambique, No. 

4488/4524
Caixa Postal No. 378, Maputo

Tel: +258 21470398/827848790
Fax: +258 21471017

E-mail: geral@sotema.co.mz

Trak-Auto - Beira
Tel: +258 23 353003/ 843 986323

E-mail: trakbeira@intra.co.mz
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Trak-Auto - Maputo
Avininda Pauline Santos Gil 56

Maputo
Tel: +258 84 3981084/ 3012858

E-mail: rob.hayworth@trak-auto.
com

Trak-Auto Lda
Avenida Paulino Santos Gil 56

Maputo
E-mail: clinton.vermaak@trak-

auto.com

Namibia
Cymot (Pty) Ltd.

15 Newcastle Street
North Industrial Area

Windhoek
Tel: +264 61 2956000

E-mail: wbraun@cymot.com

Eqstra Agri
11, Gross Street

Tunney Industrial Estate
Elandsfontein

Johannesburg, 1600
Tel: +27 11 5528760

Web: http://www.eiegroup.co.za/
agriequipment/

E-mail: leonb@sie.co.za

Niger
Agrimex

PO Box 10091
Niamey

Tel: +227 20 740481
Fax: +227 20 740748

E-mail: andre.monteiro@agrimex.
ne

Nigeria

Chehab Nigeria Limited
7B Kudirat Abiola Road

Ikeja, Lagos
Tel: +253 1 7758558

E-mail: chehabpr@chehab-ng.
com

Chizen Machine Tools
F 345, Alba International Market, 

Lagos
Tel: +234 80 906263

E-mail: chizenmachine2@gmail.
com

Dizengoff WA Ltd.
PO Box 340

28 Creek Road, Apapa, Lagos
Tel: +234 1 4600100/5875990

Fax: +234 1 4600111
E-mail: damisae@dizengoff.com

Hortico Works Nig. Ltd.
Hortico House, Floral Acre

Ipaja, Lagos
Tel: +234 1 7740517

E-mail: hortico2000@yahoo.com

SCOA Nigeria
157, Isolo Oshodi

Expressway Isolo Ind. Area
Mushin, Lagos

Tel: +234 1 4521774

Fax: +234 1 4521539
E-mail: scoatrac@scoaplc.com

TATA Nigeria Limited
Plot C89,

Amuwo Odofin Industrial Layout
Lagos

Tel: +234 816 927304
E-mail: bhushan@tata-nigeria.

com

U-Mond Ltd.
PO Box 4032

34 Olufemi Road
Surulere, Lagos

Tel: +234 1 8023135748
Fax: +234 1 830581

E-mail: u_mond@yahoo.com

Reunion
Coroi S.A.S.

2.I. No 1/B.P.60077
Rue Armagnac

Le Port Cedex, 97822
Tel: +262 421524/692 866135

Fax: +262 420612
E-mail: d.carron@coroi.fr

Foucque - Voccalease
69 Boulevard du Chaudron

Sainte Clotilde, 97490
Tel: +262 444865
Fax: +262 482461

E-mail: contact@foucque.fr

Gamm Agri
Ouest Agri, 5

rue Maximin Lucas
97425 Les Avirons
Tel: +262 3826568

E-mail: dominique.hoarau@
gammagri.fr

Gammagri
5, Rue Maxmim Lucas

Les Avirons, 97425
E-mail: dominique.hoarau@

gammagri.fr

Societe Foucque SA
69 Boulevard Du Chaudron

97490 Sainte Clotilde
Tel: +262 488787
Fax: +262 488799

E-mail: d.lacaille@foucque.fr

Rwanda

ATC-Rwanda (SDI-AG)
PO Box 2983

Route Magerwa, Kigali
Tel: +250 252 578844

E-mail: dusabeth@yahoo.fr

BIA
123, Rameistraat

Overijse
Belgium, B-3090

Tel: +32 2 6892811
Fax: +32 2 6892829

Brazafric Enterprises Ltd.
Nyarutarama Road

Opp. Golf Course Junction
PO Box 4757, Kigali

Tel: +250 8493887/788511991/
5127550

Web: www.brazazfric.com

Sao Tome & 
Principle

CFAO Motors, Sao Tome
CP 605

Tel: +229 2222973
E-mail: pboyer@cfao.com

Senegal
CCBM (Tuleu)
P.O. Box 55086

Metairie, LA 70055-5086
Tel: +221 77 9961843

E-mail: khadim.diop@ccbm.sn

Delta Irrigation
Route de Khor

Saint Louis
Tel: +221 33 9619998
Fax: +221 33 9619998

Web: www.delta-irrigation-sn.
com

E-mail: bruno.demulder@yahoo.
fr

Matforce
10 Ave Faidherbe, Dakar

Tel: +221 33 8399500
Fax: +221 33 8399550

Web: www.matforce.com
E-mail: matforce@matforce.com

Soproda
Z.L. 3 Rue de l’Industrie

Rebais, 77510
Tel: +33 1 64209440
Fax: +33 1 64209123

Web: www.soproda.com
E-mail: soproda@soproda.com

SPIA
V.D.N. - Face FoireLot No. 13

En Face du Cices
Dakar

Tel: +221 33 8693269
Fax: +221 33 8693279

Web: www.spia-sa.com
E-mail: ibedieye@orange.sn

Terragrisen
Dakar

E-mail: terragrisen@gmail.com

Seychelles
Michaud Pest Control (Pty) Ltd.

PO Box 539
Rm 208

Premier Building
Victoria, Mahe

Tel: +248 322196/510458
Fax: +248 324166

E-mail: michaudpest@
seyschelles.sc

Sierra Leone
Mountain Lion Agriculture Ltd.

Makeni
Tel: +232 76 615601
Web: www.mlbr.org

E-mail: donaldotsmart@gmail.
com

South Africa
Amatola Irrigation

East London
5200

Tel: +27 43 7321927

AP Algemene Boeredienste
Nigel

Tel: +27 11 8143315

Barloworld Agriculture
136 Main Reef Road

Boksburg North 1461, Boksburg
Tel: +27 11 8980450/8980077

Fax: +27 11 8980493
E-mail: dvmerwe@

barloworld-equipment.com

Big Dutchman South Africa 
(Pty) Ltd.

PO Box 276
Edenvale, Tvl., 1610
Tel: +27 11 4521154
Fax: +27 11 6094908

Web: www.bigdutchman.co.za
E-mail: sales@bigdutchman.co.za

Croc Valley Brits
Brits, 0250

Tel: +27 12 2526854
Croc Valley Koedoeskop

Koedoeskop
Tel: +27 14 7850648

Die Humansdorpse Kooperasie 
Ltd.

Patensie
Patensie, 6335

Tel: +27 42 2830011

Dynamic Automation
PO Box 99

Hammarsdale
3700

Tel: +27 31 7362071
Fax: +27 31 7362201

Web: www.lubing.com
E-mail: sales@dynamicauto.co.za

Elektrosure
Barkly East

9786
Tel: +27 45 9710300

Eqstra Agri
11, Gross Street

Tunney Industrial Estate
Elandsfontein

Johannesburg, 1600
Tel: +27 11 5528760

Web: http://www.eiegroup.co.za/
agriequipment/

E-mail: leonb@sie.co.za
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Evonik Africa (Pty) Ltd.
IBG Business Park

11 Enterprise Avenue
Midridge Ext 10
Midrand 1685

Tel: +27 11 697 0763
Fax: +27 11 318 0975

Website: www.evonik.com/feed-additives
Email: cuthbert.mamabolo@evonik.com

Griekwaland Wes Kooperasie BPK
Douglas

Tel: +27 53 2988282
Groensirkel Besproeiing, Pokopane

Tel: +27 15 4929807

ICM - Bethlemen
Bethlehem

Tel: +27 58 3036340

Inyoni Africa + Swaziland
Barberton

Tel: +27 13 7122175

Irritech Agencies International (Pty)
Ltd

Pietermaritzburg
Tel: +27 33 3423177

LEMKEN South Africa (Pty) Ltd.
Unit 6, Garsfontein Office Park

645 Jacqueline Drive
Garsfontein, Pretoria
Tel: +27 82 4122577

Web: www.lemken.com
E-mail: munnik@lemken.co.za

Loskop Valley Besproeiing
Groblersdal

Tel: +27 13 2623831

Multispray
59 New Road, Grand Central Airport
Halfway House, Johannesburg, 1685

Tel: +27 11 8052091
Fax: +27 11 8052093

E-mail: carlhenning@mweb.co.za

Northmec
No. 1 Wrench Road

Isando, Johannesburg, 1600
Tel: +27 11 9222300
Fax: +27 11 9222368

E-mail: paskew@nhsa.co.za

Northmec (South Africa)
14, Industry Road

Isando, Johannesburg, 1600
Tel: +27 11 9222000
Fax: +27 11 9222109

E-mail: info@northmec.co.za,
paulv@northmec.co.za

NWK Landmark
Lichtenburg

Tel: +27 18 6325071
Overberg Agri, Caledon

Tel: +27 28 214-3800

Rovic & Leers (Pty) Ltd.
PO Box 281

Saxenburg Road, Kuilsriver 7579
Blackhealth Cape Town

Tel: +27 21 9071700
Fax: +27 21 9071770/1760
Web: www.rovicleers.co.za

Sandveld Voorsieners
Piketberg, 7320

Tel: +27 22 9132505

SKB Cradock
Cradock

Tel: +27 48 8813931

SKB George
George, 6530

Tel: +27 44 8780790

SKB Jeffreys Bay
Jeffreys Bay

Tel: +27 42 2933694

Spilkon Besproeiing
Dundee, 3000

Tel: +27 34 6321222

The GSI Group SA
PO Box 4012, Honeydew, 2040

Tel: +27 11 7944455
Fax: +27 11 7944515

E-mail: sales@gsiafrica.co.za

Tube and Product Distributors
PO Box 247, Kokstad, 4700

Tel: +27 39 7272041

ULTRALLOY
24 Staal Street, Kya-Sand

Randburg, Gauteng
Tel: +27 11 4622217/8
Fax: +27 11 4623509

Web: www.ultralloy.co.za
E-mail: enquiries@ultralloy.co.za

Vaalharts Spilpuntdienste
Hartswater

Tel: +27 53 4740021

Valley Irrigation of Southern Africa
PO Box 1234
Nigel, 1490

Tel: +27 11 8147007
Fax: +27 11 8144533

Web: www.valley-za.com
E-mail: info@valleyirrigation.co.za

Valtrac (Pty) Ltd.
PO Box 148,

CNR Water & Buiten Street
Parys 9585

Tel: +27 56 8177308
Fax: +27 56 8177329

Web: www.valtrac.co.za
E-mail: info@valtrac.co.za

wynn@valtrac.co.za
george@valtrac.co.za

Vrystaat Kooperasie Bpk
Reitz

Tel: +27 58 8638111

South Sudan
LonAgro

Afex Camp, Plot 30
Riverside, Juba

Tel: +211 912450545
E-mail: brett@lonagross.com

Sudan

D.I.B Indusry Co. Ltd.
Safa Plazza Tower
Ebeid Khatim St

Alsafa Area
3rd Floor, Flat No. 32, Khartoum

Tel: +249 183 286070
E-mail: m.soliman@eldeyab.com

DAL Engineering Co. Ltd.
Kilo 8 Wad Medani Road

PO Box 56, Khartoum
Tel: +249 183 216355
Fax: +249 183 216300

Web: www.dalgroup.com

El Nilein Engineering & Spare Parts
Company

New Industrial Area
Ghaba St, PO Box 54, Khartoum South

Tel: +249 11 777578
Fax: +249 11 780170

E-mail: shibeka_abdin@hotmail.com

Frentec
House No. 21, Block 50

Al Shargi Str. Al Salam Str.
Arkawet, Khartoum

Tel: +249 91 8827432
E-mail: frentec.sudan@gmail.com

Gaddris Trade Company
PO Box 114, Khartoum North

Tel: +249 185 233378
Fax: +249 185 335402

Web: www.gaddris.com
E-mail: info@gaddris.com

Sutrac Ltd.
PO Box 1840, Kilo 8

Wad Medani Road, Khartoum
Tel: +249 183 216333
Fax: +249 183 236885
Web: www.sutrac.com

E-mail: mahgoub.awadalla@
dalgroup.com

Swaziland
Humulani Marketing (Pty) Ltd.

Kempton Park, Isando, 1600
Tel: +27 56 5150607
Fax: +27 56 5150634

Tanzania
Brazafric Enterprises Ltd.

TFA Shopping Centre
West Wing SHop # 30, Off Sokoine

PO Box 822, Moshi
Tel: +255 752 976760

Web: www.brazafric.com

Car & General Trading Ltd.
Maktaba Street
Dar-Es-Salaam

Tel: +255 22 2113016
E-mail: venkatesh@cargen.co.tz

FMD East Africa Ltd.
Esso Road, PO Box 14622, Arusha

Tel: +255 272 505150
E-mail: justynlanee@fmdea.co.tz

Greencity
PO Box 34367

Plot. No. 9 Kurasini Area
Kilwa Road, 
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Dar Es Salaam
Tel: +255 684 551802

Web: www.greencity.co.tz
E-mail: info@greencity.co.tz

Intermech Engineering Ltd.
81, Kihonda Industrial Estate

Morogoro, Dar Es Salaam
E-mail: pchisawillo@intermech.biz

LonAgro
Plot No. 48B, Ursino Street

Regent Estate
Dar es Salaam

Tel: +255 222 772775
Fax: +255 222 772776

Web: www.lonagro.co.tz
E-mail: lukas@lonagro.co.tz

Tanzania Farmers Service Centre
(TFSC)

Dodoma Road, Majengo
PO Box 2101, Arusha
Tel: +255 27 2548587
Fax: +255 27 2548969

E-mail: tfsc@habari.co.tz

Togo
Arysta LifeScience Togo-SAU

Quartier Totsi 05
Immeuble Bimate 05, Lome, 05 BP 944

Tel: +228 22 519553
E-mail: selom.amegan@arysta.com

CFAO Motors, Togo
Boulevard General Eyadema, Lome

Tel: +228 9054006
E-mail: pybruce@cfao.com

Tunisia
Ets M Loukil Et Cie

62 Avenue De Carthage, Tunis, 1000
Tel: +216 71 354366
Fax: +216 71 343401

Web: www.ets-loukil.tn
E-mail: contact@ets-loukil.tn

HMT
24, Rue Daghagi

2ème étage, Tunis, 1000
Tel: +216 71 340345
Fax: +216 71 340955

Web: www.hmt.tn
E-mail: contact@hmt.tn

Inter-Parts
80 Avenue De, Carthage, Tunis, 1000

Tel: +216 71 256666
Fax: +216 71 355118

E-mail: mat.interparts@planet.tn

Le Materiel SA
PO Box 233, Tunis Hached

Tunis, 1001
Tel: +216 79 408484
Fax: +216 79 408483

E-mail: feridj@lemateriel.com.tn

Société Nouvelle du Comptoir CIBO
40 Avenue de Carthage, Tunis

Tel: +216 71 330239
Fax: +216 71 333816

E-mail: cibotunis@topnet.tn

Societe Partners Karim Louafi
7, Rue Bayrem, Ettounsi, Den Den, 2011

Tel: +216 70605999

Fax: +216 70618819
E-mail: karim.louafi@gnet.tn

Uganda
Brazafric Enterprises Ltd.

PO Box 8338
Plot No. 28A Binayomba Road,

Off Luthuli Avenue, Bugolobi, Kampala
Tel: +256 414 221363
Fax: +256 414 221363

Web: www.brazafric.com

Car & General Ltd.
Plot No. 81

Entebbe, Kampala
Tel: +256 41 234560

E-mail: dominic.mathew@cargen.com

CMC Holdings Ltd.
CMC Building, Katalima Loop

PO Box 2169, Kampala
Tel: +256 41 286780
Fax: +256 41 286039

E-mail: kwanusu@cmcuganda.co.ug
Farm Engineering Ind. Ltd.

PO Box 27400, Kampala
Tel: +256 414 340640

TATA Uganda Limited
P.O Box 7153

Plot 47, Jinja Road, Kampala
Tel: +256 414 344320/21

E-mail: chirag.tatauganda@gmail.com

Zambia
AFGRI Zambia

Plot No. 26592, Kafue Road
Opposite Castle Complex, Lusaka

Tel: +260 211 273757
Web: www.afgri.co.za

E-mail: wk@afgri.com.zm

Big Red Ltd.
Private Bag 394, Ridway, Lusaka
Tel: +260 9851 7767/9778 1381

Fax: +260 1212 468

Eqstra Agri
11, Gross Street

Tunney Industrial Estate
Elandsfontein, Johannesburg, 1600

Tel: +27 11 5528760
Web: http://www.eiegroup.co.za/

agriequipment/
E-mail: leonb@sie.co.za

Minelands Agric Develp Services Ltd.
PO Box 50677

Plot No. 8496 Mumbwa Road, Lusaka
Tel: +260 211 287073
Fax: +260 211 287073

MRI Agro Zambia Ltd.
Plot 5255, Mukwa Road

Heavy Industrial Area, Lusaka
Tel: +260 211 240281
Fax: +260 211 240275

E-mail: vlad@mriseed.com

Power Equipment Ltd.
PO Box 32699

Cairo Road (North End), Lusaka
Tel: +260 211238861/2

Fax: +260 1 235021
E-mail: taylorp@motormart.com.zm

Sawpower Co. Ltd.
Unit 3, Plot 133, Mwayi Rd.

Cnr. Chandwe Musonda Rd.
Villa Elizabetha, Lusaka
Tel: +260 211 233534

E-mail: sales.sawpower@gmail.com

TractorZam Limited
Plot 1 Nkachibaya Roa

Rhodespark, Off Addis Ababa
Drive PO Box 353258, Lusaka

Tel: +260 1 234782/779/977999006
Fax: +260 1 225771

E-mail: wilsonk@zamnet.zm

Zambian Irritech Limited
Lusaka

Tel: +260 211 273111

Zimbabwe
AFGRI Zimbabwe

Cnr. Auckland & Hermes Rd.
Southerton Harare

Tel: +263 773 930527
Web: www.afgri.co.za

E-mail: david.kelder@afgri.co.za

Center Pivot Irrigation
Harare

Tel: +263 4 305728

Eqstra Agri
11, Gross Street

Tunney Industrial Estate
Elandsfontein

Johannesburg, 1600
Tel: +27 11 5528760

Web: http://www.eiegroup.co.za/
agriequipment/

E-mail: leonb@sie.co.za

Farmec
PO Box 590, Birmingham Road

Southerton Harare, Harare
Tel: +263 4 754612
Fax: +263 4 754624

E-mail: ladj@farmec.co.zw/
maborekeg@farmec.co.zw

Fumigation Services
7 St. James Building

Harare Msasa, Borgward Road
Tel: +263 4 487849
Fax: +263 4 487851

E-mail: fumigation@zol.co.zw

Haingate Investments Pvt. Ltd.
2nd Floor Travel Plaza

29 Mazoe Street
Cnr Mazoe and 

J. Chinamano, Harare
Tel: +263 4 705599

Sawpower Blades
Stand 18423 Mukuvusi Ind P

Msasa Harare
Tel: +263 4 486892

E-mail: ralphs@sawpower.com

William Bain & Co. Holding (Pvt) Ltd.
35 Douglas Road

Workington Harare
Tel: +263 4 621081
Fax: +263 4 621089

E-mail: muniyaa@bain.co.zw
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Agricultural Consultancies
•	 ICS France

•	 Valtra Inc. - Africa

Agricultural Equipment - General
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Baldan/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 Briggs & Stratton AG

•	 Case IH

•	 Deutz-Fahr

•	 Eurodrip SA

•	 Fairtrade GmbH & Co. KG

•	 ICS France

•	 Micron Group

•	 New Holland Agriculture

•	 Nogueira/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 SAME

•	 Valtra Inc. - Africa

Agricultural Projects
•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 Eurodrip SA

•	 ICS France

•	 Symaga SA

Animal Health Products
•	 BioPoint

•	 Socorex Isba SA

Applicators for Granular Insecticides, 
Herbicides
•	 Guarany Ind. Com. Ltd.

Automatic Chain Feeders
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Bagging plant
•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

Bale Handling Equipment
•	 Nogueira/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

Biofuel/Biodiesel
•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

Briquetting Plants
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

Bulk Storage Equipment
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 Chief Industries UK Ltd.

•	 KEPLER WEBER

•	 Symaga SA

•	 The GSI Group South Africa (Pty) Ltd.

Cages & Batteries
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Cassava Processing Equipment
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

Centre Pivot Equipment
•	 Valmont Irrigation

Cocoa Production
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

Coffee Processing, Handling & Storage
•	 Swingtec GmbH

Computers & IT Equipment
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Conveyors and Elevators
•	 Awila Anlagenbau GmbH
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•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 KEPLER WEBER

•	 Lubing Maschinenfabrik

•	 Gmbh & Co. KG

Coolers - Environmental
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Coolers - Evaporative
•	 Lubing Maschinenfabrik

•	 Gmbh & Co. KG

Cotton Handling & Storage
•	 Swingtec GmbH

Crop Drying and Ventilation
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 The GSI Group South Africa (Pty) Ltd.

Crop Handling & Storage
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 Chief Industries UK Ltd.

•	 Griffith Elder & Co. Ltd.

•	 Swingtec GmbH

Crop Protection Equipment
•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 Jacto/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 Swingtec GmbH

Cultivators
•	 Baldan/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 LEMKEN GmbH & Co. KG

•	 Poettinger

Cultivators - Tined
•	 Bomford

•	 Briggs & Stratton AG

•	 Maschio Gaspardo S.p.A

Disinfectants
•	 Intraco Ltd. n.v

Drills
•	 Maschio Gaspardo S.p.A

Drinking Systems
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 Fairtrade GmbH & Co. KG

•	 Lubing Maschinenfabrik

•	 Gmbh & Co. KG

Dryers
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

Egg Collection
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Egg Layer Breeding Stocks
•	 Lohmann Tierzucht GmbH

Egg Layer Parent Breeders - Brown
•	 Lohmann Tierzucht GmbH

Egg Layer Parent Breeders - White
•	 Lohmann Tierzucht GmbH

Egg Layers
•	 Lohmann Tierzucht GmbH

Exhibitions and Conferences
•	 Fairtrade GmbH & Co. KG

Extruders for Food, Feed
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

Feed Additives
•	 BioPoint

•	 Coprex

•	 Evonik Industries AG

•	 Intraco Ltd. n.v

•	 OLMIX

•	 Varied Industries Corporation (Vi-COR®)

Feed Concentrates
•	 Intraco Ltd. n.v

Feed Growth Promotant Probes
•	 Varied Industries Corporation (Vi-COR®)

Feed Ingredients
•	 Coprex

•	 Intraco Ltd. n.v

Feed Premixes
•	 Coprex

•	 Intraco Ltd. n.v

Feed Processing Plants
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

Feed Supplements
•	 BioPoint

•	 Varied Industries Corporation (Vi-COR®)

Feeding Systems
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Fertiliser Spreaders
•	 Baldan/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 Guarany Ind. Com. Ltd.

•	 Maschio Gaspardo S.p.A

•	 PICHON

Fertilisers
•	 Hebei Monband Water Soluble

•	 Fertilizer Co. Ltd.

•	 Omex Agrifluids Ltd.

Fish Farming
•	 Socorex Isba SA

Fish Feeds - General
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

Fogging Machines
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 Swingtec GmbH

Foliar Fertilisers
•	 Hebei Monband Water Soluble

•	 Fertilizer Co. Ltd.

•	 Omex Agrifluids Ltd.

Food Processing Equipment
•	 F.H. Schule Muehlenbau GmbH

Forage Harvesters
•	 Case IH

•	 New Holland Agriculture

•	 Nogueira/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 Poettinger

Forestry Equipment
•	 Bomford

•	 Guarany Ind. Com. Ltd.

•	 Valtra Inc. - Africa

Fruit Processing
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

Generating Sets
•	 Briggs & Stratton AG

Genetic Research
•	 Lohmann Tierzucht GmbH

Grain - Drying & Ventilation
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 Chief Industries UK Ltd.

•	 KEPLER WEBER

Grain - Handling, Cleaning & 
Processing
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.
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•	 Awila Anlagenbau GmbH

•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 Chief Industries UK Ltd.

•	 F.H. Schule Muehlenbau GmbH

•	 KEPLER WEBER

•	 Privé SA

Grains, Grain Projects & Edible Oils
•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

Grasscutting Machines - Forage
•	 Bomford

•	 Nogueira/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 Poettinger

Grasscutting Machines - Lawn
•	 Briggs & Stratton AG

Groundnut Handling Equipment
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

Harrows
•	 Baldan/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 John Deere (Pty) Ltd.

Harvesting Equipment
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 Deutz-Fahr

•	 John Deere (Pty) Ltd.

•	 New Holland Agriculture

•	 Nogueira/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 Bomford

Horticultural Equipment & Machinery
•	 Guarany Ind. Com. Ltd.

•	 ICS France

•	 Micron Group

•	 Swingtec GmbH

Horticultural Fertilisers
•	 Hebei Monband Water Soluble

•	 Fertilizer Co. Ltd.

Integrated Pest Management
•	 Omex Agrifluids Ltd.

•	 Swingtec GmbH

Irrigation & Drainage Systems
•	 Valmont Irrigation

Irrigation Equipment
•	 Eurodrip SA

•	 ICS France

•	 Valmont Irrigation

Maize Shellers
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Bomford

•	 Nogueira/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

Manure Composters & Dryers
•	 PICHON

Material Handling
•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 PICHON

Material Handling - Bulk
•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

Medicators
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Micronutrients
•	 Omex Agrifluids Ltd.

Milk Replacers
•	 Coprex

Milling & Mixing
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Mills
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 Privé SA

Mills - Grain
•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 F.H. Schule Muehlenbau GmbH

•	 Nogueira/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 Privé SA

•	 Silos Cordoba S.L.

Mills - Hammer
•	 Awila Anlagenbau GmbH

•	 Nogueira/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

Monitoring Equipment
•	 Valmont Irrigation

Oil Extraction Equipment
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

Packaging Machinery
•	 Fairtrade GmbH & Co. KG

Palletizers
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Pelleting
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Awila Anlagenbau GmbH

Pig Equipment
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 Lubing Maschinenfabrik

•	 Gmbh & Co. KG

•	 Symaga SA

Pig Feeding/Drinking Equipment
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 The GSI Group South Africa (Pty) Ltd.

Pig Flooring
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Pig Health Products
•	 OLMIX

•	 Socorex Isba SA

Pig Housing
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 Silos Cordoba S.L.

Plant Protection Chemicals

AFRICAN MARKETS
Listings
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•	 Omex Agrifluids Ltd.

Planters
•	 Baldan/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 John Deere (Pty) Ltd.

•	 Poettinger

Plastic Flooring, Poultry
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Ploughs - Disc
•	 Baldan/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 Vellag Ltd.

Ploughs - Mouldboard
•	 John Deere (Pty) Ltd.

•	 LEMKEN GmbH & Co. KG

•	 Poettinger

Poultry Consultancy Services
•	 BioPoint

Poultry Equipment - Drinking
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 Lubing Maschinenfabrik

•	 Gmbh & Co. KG

•	 Silos Cordoba S.L.

•	 The GSI Group South Africa (Pty) Ltd.

Poultry Equipment/Handling
•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

Poultry Feeding
•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Poultry Health Products
•	 BioPoint

•	 OLMIX

Poultry Housing
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 Silos Cordoba S.L.

•	 Symaga SA

Public Health
•	 Guarany Ind. Com. Ltd.

•	 Swingtec GmbH

Pumps
•	 Briggs & Stratton AG

Rice Parboilers
•	 F.H. Schule Muehlenbau GmbHSAME

•	 Rice Processing & Milling Equipment

•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 F.H. Schule Muehlenbau GmbH

Rice Threshers
•	 Nogueira/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

Roll-out Nests
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Seed
•	 ICS France

Seed Cleaning Equipment
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

Seed Planting Equipment
•	 Baldan/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

•	 LEMKEN GmbH & Co. KG

Silos
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Awila Anlagenbau GmbH
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•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 Chief Industries UK Ltd.

•	 KEPLER WEBER

•	 Privé SA

•	 Silos Cordoba S.L.

•	 Symaga SA

•	 The GSI Group South Africa (Pty) Ltd.

Slurry Disposal
•	 PICHON

Soluble Fertilisers
•	 Hebei Monband Water Soluble

•	 Fertilizer Co. Ltd.

•	 Omex Agrifluids Ltd.

Spare Parts for Fork Lift Trucks
Vellag Ltd.

Sprayers
•	 GOIZPER GROUP

•	 Guarany Ind. Com. Ltd.

•	 Jacto

•	 LEMKEN GmbH & Co. KG

•	 Maschio Gaspardo S.p.A

Sprayers - Crop
•	 GOIZPER GROUP

•	 Guarany Ind. Com. Ltd.

•	 Jacto

•	 Micron Group

Spraying Nozzles & Components
•	 GOIZPER GROUP

•	 Guarany Ind. Com. Ltd.

•	 Jacto

•	 Micron Group

Stored Products Protection
•	 Swingtec GmbH

Sugar Cane Equipment
•	 Case IH

Sugar Cubing Machinery
•	 Valtra Inc. - Africa

Threshing Machines
•	 Nogueira/Pan Trade Services Ltd.

Tillage
•	 LEMKEN GmbH & Co. KG

•	 Maschio Gaspardo S.p.A

Trace Elements
•	 Hebei Monband Water Soluble

•	 Fertilizer Co. Ltd.

•	 OLMIX

•	 Omex Agrifluids Ltd.

Tractors
•	 Case IH

•	 Deutz-Fahr

•	 John Deere (Pty) Ltd.

•	 New Holland Agriculture

•	 SAME

•	 Valtra Inc. - Africa

•	 Vellag Ltd.

Tractors - Spare Parts/Attachments
•	 Case IH

•	 Deutz-Fahr

•	 New Holland Agriculture

•	 SAME

•	 Vellag Ltd.

Trade Shows
•	 Fairtrade GmbH & Co. KG

Traders in Agricultural Equipment, 
General
•	 Vellag Ltd.

Turnkey Operations
•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

Turnkey Operations
•	 Agricultural/Industrial Schemes

•	 Bentall Rowlands Storage Systems Ltd.

•	 Valmont Irrigation

ULV Spraying Equipment
•	 GOIZPER GROUP

•	 Guarany Ind. Com. Ltd.

•	 Swingtec GmbH

Vacuum Cleaners
•	 PICHON

Ventilating Equipment
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Veterinary Products/Equipment - 
General
•	 Socorex Isba SA

Waste Disposal Equipment
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

Weed Control
•	 GOIZPER GROUP

Weighers - Animal
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 Griffith Elder & Co. Ltd.

Weighers - Grain
•	 Griffith Elder & Co. Ltd.

Weighing - Sack Filling
•	 Alvan Blanch Development Ltd.

•	 Griffith Elder & Co. Ltd.

Weighing Equipment
•	 Big Dutchman International GmbH

•	 Griffith Elder & Co. Ltd
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 Preserving Confidence in Timber 

For a SAWPA member closest to you click here 
 

For more information contact SAWPA 
+27 (0)11 974 1061 

admin@sawpa.co.za          www.sawpa.co.za 
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Vol.23 / Issue: 4 October - December 2019                                                             Premium Agriculture News In Real Time

Head Office

5 The Ferns, 364 Pretoria Avenue Randburg, 2194

Mail: Info@lothbrokmedia.com 

info@agrifocusafrica.com 

Tell: +27 67 212 7565 | www.agrifocusafrica.com

Zambia

33 Malata Road, Madras, lusaka, 

Zambia 3928

Email Info: Info@agrifocusafrica.com

Website: Www.agrifocusafrica.com

visit:  wwww.agrifocusafrica.com
for more Real news in real time
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